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editor’s letter
Everything in life – good or bad – has a stereotype attached to
it, Southeast Ohio included. Every county, city, town and village
is defined by characteristics attributed to the Appalachian
region. But the mission of Southeast Ohio magazine is to delve
deeper into those characteristics, unearthing what it is that
makes each area distinct and different from its neighbors,
highlighting the beautiful contrasts that distinguish one
place from another.
Whether it’s an eccentric restaurant with German food and
historical roots (p. 6), a bakery and general store operated by
Mennonites (p. 8), or an enchanting toy store stashed away
in train cars (p. 10), these places bring out the true character
of this oft-forgotten area. There are the people too, of course,
from the country’s longest-serving sheriff (p. 42) to an old
school hardwood legend (p. 14) to a young woman and her
extraordinary bond with her horse (p. 34). And there are the
experiences, ranging from rescuing people hundreds of feet
above ground (p. 22) to driving past a prison on the way to
school each morning (p. 18).
All of these things make Southeast
Ohio what it truly is – not just a
blanket of labels or adjectives, but
a collection of people, places and
events that are far too intricate to
be summed up in one- or two-word
descriptions. It’s our livelihood, our
memories, our home. Stereotypes
could not begin to do it justice.
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Finer
with Age
BY Julie Bethenfalvy
PHOTOS BY Elizabeth Held

A gentle breeze running over the hills
carries the sweet smell of ripening grapes and
elderberries along Shade Winery’s wrap-around
porch and large deck. From atop a hill in
Athens County, the twisted green rows of vines
induce a welcomed serenity, like a relaxing
summer day spent lounging in a hammock. It’s
a sanctuary where adults can gather and enjoy
good conversation with familiar faces and
delicious wine.
Shade Winery’s bar and lounge opened in
September 2010, although Neal Dix and his
wife, Oui, planted their first vines in 2007. Neal
moved to Athens in 1986 and noticed that no
one was using the elderberries that flourished in
the area, so his entrepreneurial wine adventure
began with the local ripened fruit. The bar and
lounge allows him to play host and provides an

appealing place for adults in Athens to unwind.
Neal thought the area needed a friendly locale to
fraternize, other than the Athens Country Club
or the student-frequented bars.
With a main space akin to a living room, the
bar and lounge encourages mingling. A cozy
loveseat sits across from a glowing fireplace.
Bar top tables and lower seating areas let adults
relax and enjoy the view of the vineyards. Warm
earth-toned walls of pale yellow and green
mimic the interior of Neal and Oui’s home,
which rests just down the hill. The floor and
ceiling, made out of cherry wood purchased
in McArthur, envelop the bar and lounge and
create an inviting ambiance.
“Shade Winery is like my refuge,” says Gina
Pestak, a regular patron of Shade Winery’s bar
and lounge. Pestak and her friends enjoy the

They’re not just guests. They’re really friends because they
come here so often.”

- NEAL DIX

atmosphere because “it’s not like going to a bar.
It’s like going to a friend’s house.”
Wine lovers throughout Ohio often bring
their own potluck meals and snacks to combine
with the winery’s tantalizing potions, such as
Schnuckelputz (a ginger lemon wine), Cricket
Legs Concord, Bobcat Blush Niagara and Red
Shoulder Corot Noir. The Elderberry wine
adds a distinct twist—dry with a bite—to the
otherwise traditional sweet grape wines offered.
Neal guides patrons through a select list, all of
which are available for separate purchase.
Although Shade Winery doesn’t have a
kitchen, local goat cheese, crackers, smoked
salmon and olives are available to enhance its
wines. The Shade Winery soundtrack offers the
smooth sounds of Norah Jones, Van Morrison,
Richie Havens, Emmylou Harris and David
Gray. Once the weather turns warm, Neal hopes
to have live concerts on the spacious deck.
Tom Neal, a friend and patron, heads an
impromptu traditional Irish band scheduled
to perform on St. Patrick’s Day at Shade
Winery. Tom and his wife, Linda, retirees from
McArthur, visit Shade Winery’s bar and lounge
once or twice a month. Linda describes Shade
Winery like “walking into Cheers.”
“Neal can remember your name and
remember what kind of wine you drink,” she
says fondly, recalling her second visit to Shade
Winery. “And his wife, Oui, is so much fun.
She is at your table instantly to make sure
things are going well.”
“They’re not just guests,” says Neil about
his regular customers. “They’re really friends
because they’ve come here so often.”
The establishment could easily exist
in California’s elegant Napa Valley, with
its picturesque view and decadent wines.
But Shade Winery’s bar and lounge is in
Southeastern Ohio—friendly and comfortable,
unassuming and unpretentious. As owner Neal
explains: “We’re not trying to be somewhere
else. We’re trying to be right here.”
Shade Winery owners Neal and Oui Dix enjoy a
glass of one of their signature wines.
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ORDER UP!

SOUTHEASTERN OHIO IS FULL OF CHARACTER. If you want proof, just get a bite to eat—the region is riddled with
one-of-a-kind restaurants. Whether it’s breakfast at sundown or simply a sandwich served with a smile, these small-town
institutions reflect the communities they cater to. Inspired by the show Diners, Drive-Ins and Dives on Food Network, we
have assembled our own assortment of local legends and hidden gems. –Mitchell Kinnen

SNAK SHAK

From its humble beginnings on nearby
Delores Street, the Snak Shak has graduated
to a South Point mainstay.
Owner Robin Shepard makes it a point
to strike up conversations with patrons,
sometimes calling a regular customer she
hasn’t seen in a few days. “Generations grew
up here,” Shepard says. “The community has
been very good to us.”
Snak Shak’s beer battered onion rings are
deep-fried to perfection, and the broccoli
cheese bites are pockets of creamy flavor.
A variety of dishes from pizza melts to
dumplings complement daily specials that
include footlong dogs topped with the Shak’s
famous sauce.
To finish a meal, customers cannot forego
the chocolatey explosion that is Snak Shak’s
hot fudge cake. With endless options available,
at some of the lowest prices around, this
hotspot has struck a chord with customers.
–Emily Willis

M&M FAMILY DINER

The white dry erase board outside M&M
Family Diner in Logan invites guests to
“Come on in and join the M&M Family!” Just
inside is a shrine to the Ohio State Buckeyes,
a counter full of teddy bears and candy dishes,
and walls plastered with drawings by children
and photos of customers.
Co-owners Marvin Bourne and Michelle
Cooke—or M&M—opened their business
in June 2006. It’s a place where locals gather,
and children are welcome. Along the wall is a
children’s play area with a small plastic table
and chair and shelves of toys, books and puzzles.
Cooke provides her mother’s original
recipes for the diner. The menu ranges from
homemade sausage to an assortment of seafood
dishes. Customers can order breakfast all day,
but many look to the one-of-a-kind specials of
hand cut noodles, cabbage rolls and stuffed
peppers. The popular baked steak, cooked for
more than two hours in homemade gravy, is

tender enough to cut with a spoon.
“You come through my door one time,
you’re a customer,” Cooke says. “You come
back the second time, you’re part of my family.”
–Madison Stephens

PARKFRONT DINER
AND BAKERY

At Parkfront Diner and Bakery in
Gallipolis, a black-and-white checked
counter, images of Marilyn Monroe and
a slew of 45 records welcome you into
1950s-style diner bliss.
At 9:30 a.m., half of the eight cake pans on
display are already empty, their contents sold
to loyal customers who appreciate homemade
buttercream icing.
Parkfront’s Big Breakfast includes two eggs,
bacon, hash browns and biscuits. Salty, crispy
bacon complements warm eggs cooked over
easy. Still dusted with flour, the fresh biscuits
are served with real butter and jam. And the
hash brown seasoning gives the potatoes a
distinctive bite. All of this goes for $5.99, with
free coffee served from 8-10 a.m. Mondays
through Wednesdays.
A 13-page menu boasts everything from
sliders and deep-fried cheeseburgers to
jambalaya and chicken lo mein.
“I like to cook for people who like to eat,”
owner Becky Rothgeb says. And it’s evident
why customers choose to eat at Parkfront.
–Emily Willis

BLUE BELL DINER

An Elvis sign hanging on the wall
indicates the Blue Bell Diner is “stuck in
the ‘50s.” Turquoise barstools and booths,
Route 66 signs and a jukebox full of Beach
Boys greet customers as they enter this
McConnelsville classic.
Originally known as the Blue Bell
Restaurant when it opened 85 years ago,
owners Joe and Janet Judson turned it into a
diner when they purchased it in 2002.
The menu of all-day breakfast and daily

specials such as baked steak, pork tenderloin
and Italian chicken breast keeps locals coming
back. Patrons’ wallets won’t get much of a
workout from Blue Bell’s tasty sandwiches, all
under $5.
The house special is the Blue Bell Big Bite:
two beef patties, bacon, cheddar cheese,
barbeque and the diner’s special sauce on
Texas Toast. Customers can wash it all
down with a refreshing ‘50s-style cherry
Pepsi. Add homemade butterscotch pies or
carrot cake for dessert. Now that’s a meal.
–Emily Willis

LARRY’S DAWG HOUSE

People make their own parking spaces on
Weenie Wednesday at Larry’s Dawg House
in Athens. On Wednesday, hotdogs are only
99 cents and the parking lot floods with Larry
Young’s regulars. The inside bustles with
customers, but some choose to eat in their
cars, lining hotdogs up on their dashboards
like a buffet.
The oblong red-roofed, white concrete
building that was featured in a Popular
Mechanics photo spread first opened as a small
grocery store in 1964. Now with a drive-thru
and generations of loyal customers, Larry’s is a
thriving fast food business, especially during
the summer months.
“This place is just like a thermometer: The
higher the thermometer goes, the busier we
are,” Young says.
A tall red sign marking Larry’s is garnished
with an oversized ice cream cone. Larry’s
offers a variety of ice cream treats, from the
traditional vanilla cone to hot fudge sundaes
to “arctic swirls.”
But nothing draws the crowd like the
midweek special of affordable hotdogs covered
in their original recipe
chili. “Weenie Wednesday
is bigger than the Athens
FLIP THE
County Fair,” Young says.
PAGE FOR
–Madison Stephens
MORE >>>
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PARKFRONT DINER
AND BAKERY

BLUE BELL DINER

1
1. SNAK SHAK

305 Solida Road, South Point
Decadent through and through, the
Snak Shak’s hot fudge cake combines
ice cream, fudge, brownies and
whipped cream to create a sweet treat.

2. M&M FAMILY DINER
34 West Main Street, Logan

Co-owner Michelle Cooke provides her
mother’s original recipes for the diner.
The menu has variety, ranging from
homemade sausage to an assortment
of seafood dishes.

2
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LARRY’S DAWG HOUSE

3
3. PARKFRONT DINER AND BAKERY
314 Second Avenue, Gallipolis

This nostalgic eatery serves up hot meals daily, makes
hometown lunch deliveries and even caters events for
up to 300 people.

4. BLUE BELL DINER

2 West Main Street, McConnelsville
The menu of all-day breakfast and daily specials such
as baked steak, pork tenderloin and Italian chicken
breast keeps locals coming back. All-you-can-eat
spaghetti on Thursdays for $6.25 and perch on Fridays
for $6.50 doesn’t break the bank. Patrons’ wallets also
won’t get much of a workout from Blue Bell’s tasty
sandwiches, all under $5.

4

5
5. LARRY’S
DAWG HOUSE

410 West Union Street, Athens
If a footlong hotdog does not
sound just right alongside your
ice cream treat, Larry’s menu
can accommodate. Check out
the diner’s burgers, chicken
sandwiches, fish filets, pork
tenderloin or vegetable soup.

PHOTOS BY Joel Bissell
|
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SERVING UP SAUERKRAUT WITH A SIDE OF TRADITION

Haus Special
BY Adam Liebendorfer
PHOTOS BY Maddie Myer

Somerset, Ohio, is a mix of old and new. Drug
stores bookend a Main Street filled with pizzerias,
hardware stores and second-hand shops. A fast
food joint flanks the roundabout in the village
center. But a building with sun-baked bricks and a
wrought iron fence harkens back to an earlier age.
The Clay Haus is one of only a few Southeastern
Ohio restaurants featuring old-style German
cuisine. Visitors walk into the main dining room,
where relics from Somerset’s past offer glimpses
of life from the 19th century. The house’s original
deed hangs near the entrance, surrounded by
Amish landscapes and portraits of famous figures
in Somerset’s history. The tall front windows make
for a bright, lively Sunday morning brunch. When
the sun falls and the thermometer dips, the Clay
Haus promises an intimate dining experience,
warmed by a fireplace in the main dining room.
The menu’s core dishes include generations-old
recipes for creamy sauerbraten, saccharine potato
salad and grilled chicken set to sauerkraut, leaving
your palate begging for an imported stout. For
liver lovers, the Clay Haus even offers beef and
chicken livers with onions, grilled to order. In a
perfect display of German cuisine’s blend of the
sweet with the savory, the Clay Haus also serves
up the Chicken in a Bird’s Nest, a hearty grilled
chicken set atop hash browns and splashed with
zesty pot pie gravy. These dishes round out the
rest of the German staples such as bratwurst and
Reubens. The entire experience leaves patrons
sated and likely to depart with a slice of German
cake.
Restaurant owner Scott Snider says the menu
has evolved since the house re-opened its doors as
the Clay Haus in 1979. A cornucopia of seafood,
from shrimp to clams to deep-fried oysters and
the fish du jour, rounds out the menu for those
looking for something other than the German
fare. He also serves a Chicken Italiano on angel
hair pasta and homemade lasagna.
“We started out only serving German food,”
Snider says. “Some people were asking for Italian
and some other things, so we opened the menu
up. It was kind of a case of economics. You have
to give people what they want.”
Snider is a bespectacled man whose strong
German features are not betrayed by his middle
years. He also serves as the Clay Haus’ manager,
head chef and curator. When he isn’t tending to a
sour pot of simmering cabbage, he likes to get out
of the kitchen and regale patrons with his stories
from the Clay Haus’ 150 years of history.
Built in 1812 by relatives of President Andrew
Jackson, the residence passed through several
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hands before Scott’s mother bought the building
from an antique dealer to transform it into the
Clay Haus. His mother decided to name the
restaurant after her father’s middle name.
With such a vibrant past, it should not
surprise that there is a supernatural side to the
establishment. Kitchen workers joke of Mariah,
the ghost of a Jackson daughter-in-law who had
a penchant for breaking the family’s fine china
in fits of rage. When a dish falls in the kitchen,
Mariah is at fault. Throughout the years, the
Sniders claim to have spotted other ghosts milling
about the floors of the Clay Haus. They started
hosting a local ghost hunt last October and plan
to make it an annual event.
Nowadays, the old Jackson bedrooms on the
third floor can be rented out for parties. The level
of the street was raised years ago, so what was once
the house’s ground floor is now the basement. It
serves as the restaurant’s second party room, but
in the future Snider wants to transform the space
into the Clay Haus Tavern.
With a dash of historical flavor, the Clay
Haus hopes to continue feeding locals “the finest
German and American cuisine” for another 150
years. Or at least long enough for Snider to come
back and do a little haunting of his own.
FROM TOP: The second floor dining room is adorned
with centuries-old artwork. Clay Haus owner Scott
Snider fills the salad bar. A converted household from
the early 1800s, the restaurant adds a taste of earlier
days to Somerset’s West Main Street.

PEOPLE

Derek Mills
celebrates with
the happy couple
after performing
their wedding
ceremony.

Weddings on Demand

BY Kyrstin Ratliff
PHOTOS BY Laura McDermott

Unique, affordable and intimate ceremonies are easily accessible thanks to the Traveling Chapel

T

he average cost of a wedding today
is nearly $30,000. The U.S. median
household income between 2006
and 2010 was $51,914. Even if a
couple wanted to spend half of their yearly
income on a one-day celebration, most cannot
afford to. Some head to Las Vegas to celebrate
a quick and cheap wedding. Others skip
the wedding celebration and simply obtain
their marriage license at the courthouse.
But Hocking County couple Derek and Lisa
Mills created another solution—the Traveling
Chapel, a business that provides couples with
inexpensive and sometimes spontaneous
wedding celebrations in Southeastern Ohio.
While working at a bed-and-breakfast, Lisa
noticed that many couples planning to marry
desired small, personal weddings. Already
a photographer and wedding planner, Lisa
recruited her husband, Derek, to perform the
wedding ceremonies. The Traveling Chapel
was born.
Despite its name, Lisa and Derek are the ones
who do the traveling, allowing each couple to
customize their own wedding day style. “Chapel
is just a word,” Derek says. The places to which
they travel transform into the chapel.
Six years and hundreds of weddings later,
Lisa—with her sparkling blue eyes, rosy cheeks
and short blond hair—and Derek—with his
salt-and-pepper hair and an endearing crooked
smile—have seen it all. They have witnessed
the traditional wedding attire of poufy white
dresses and sleek black tuxedos, along with less
traditional choices. One bridal party dressed in

elaborate costumes for a Halloween wedding.
Another donned clothing from the Renaissance.
One bride wore a camouflage veil. Breaking the
rules of masculine fashion, one groom chose a
bubble gum-pink tuxedo. Derek and Lisa have
even been asked to wear costumes to match the
bridal party; for example, Derek has performed
as a monk and a sheriff.
Lisa tells couples who inquire: “It’s your
wedding. We’ll do whatever you want.” She and
Derek will travel to any location in the Hocking
Hills and surrounding counties where the
newlyweds-to-be wish to have their wedding.
They have journeyed to most of the parks in the
Hocking Hills. Derek once hiked 25 minutes
in the mud to reach a desired site. He even
performed a ceremony while on crutches.
Derek and Lisa also have opened their
home for a handful of weddings. Their house
sits atop a steep hill in Hocking County, with
a picturesque backyard for wedding photos.
The gazebo behind their residence acts as a
threshold for the ceremony.
Becky and David Cline wed at the Mills’
home in an intimate ceremony, with the bridal
party comprising only the bride and groom. The
brisk January weather moved the small wedding
inside, and the beautiful stone fireplace in Derek
and Lisa’s spacious living room became the
backdrop for photos. Becky explains that they
had been searching for a place to get married
that included both the ceremony and a place to
stay. She called Lisa on a Tuesday, and she and
David were married three days later.
While most people book their weddings

ahead of time, even months in advance, some
couples call the Traveling Chapel on the same
day they wish to be married—and if Derek
and Lisa can do it, they will. They have wed
up to four couples in one day.
The Traveling Chapel offers a variety of
set packages, ranging in price from $125 to
$1,040. Depending on the package, services
include the ceremony, photos, bouquet and
boutonniere, and a two-night stay in one of
the Four Seasons Cabins, which Derek and
Lisa own. A wedding cake, “Just Married”
T-shirts and champagne are also available at
an additional charge.
Lisa and Derek chat with each other with
ease as they reminisce about past ceremonies.
They banter when Derek mistakes one
wedding for another, often forgetting which
couple is attached to which location—but
Lisa always remembers. While Derek works
full time in Columbus, Lisa devotes most of
her time to the Traveling Chapel. Her favorite
part of the business remains “being a part of
someone’s special day and knowing that you
are making it special for them.”
Eloping has become almost synonymous
with Las Vegas. But why travel all the way
to Nevada to get married when you can have
a simple ceremony, any way you want, right
here in Southeastern Ohio? If it is an Elvis
impersonator that you are looking for, Derek
might be convinced to add a flashy whiteand-gold jumpsuit to his list of outrageous
wedding day outfits.
SOUTHEASTOHIOMAGAZINE.COM |
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Powered by Culture

Park your car alongside horse-drawn buggies at this Mennonite-owned bakery and general store
BY Andy Cluxton PHOTOS BY Ashley Chaffin

I

t is an environmentalist’s dream: two stores heated by propane separate building from JR’s, used only to check messages and gather
lamps, selling locally made furniture and fresh-grown produce. information to help run a successful business.
Employees opt for the bike or buggy option when heading to
Opened in 1996 by Harvey “JR” Martin with his brother Luke
work each morning, as oil-lit lamps illuminate the stores’ floors. and their wives, sisters Lorraine and Dawn, JR’s and Country Crust
Everything carries that all-natural, touch-of-home feel, making it the have continued to grow in size and in reputation. Building upon the
type of place you would feel
family atmosphere and smallguilty not shopping at. Except
town charm, each of the couple’s
these are not attempts at “going
homes are directly behind their
There’s something about it that people enjoy, respective businesses. JR’s has
green.” They are JR’s General
Store and Country Crust Bakery,
even expanded since 2003,
not seeing a giant brand on the packaging.”
owned and operated by the Old
-JR MARTIN purchasing more products and
Order Mennonite community of
opening a second wing that
Bainbridge.
houses their market.
Just south of U.S. Route 50 and state Route 41, signs warning travelers
The entrance of JR’s General Store is what a Cracker Barrel strives
to watch for horse and buggies replace “deer crossing” cautions. The to be: Handmade, wooden rocking chairs sit in perfect formations
absence of stoplights and fast food chains are offset by winding roads like cars in an upscale dealership and old-fashioned rocking horses
and the occasional billboard. Bicycles with baskets are more common and children’s toys adorn the floor. The market, where fresh food and
than cars and trucks. In fact, the only cars present in the stores’ parking produce are sold, is organized like most department stores with food
lot are a single delivery truck and others that scream “outsider,” such items separated into aisles, but there is a touch of care to the way the
as a bright red Jeep tattooed with a Cleveland Browns sticker and an food is packaged. JR’s buys food in bulk—anywhere from 10 to 50
advertisement for a Dayton band named Orange Willard.
pounds—that is then repackaged and sold in clear plastic bags.
Old Order Mennonites are a society of people who function
“There’s something about it that people enjoy, not seeing a giant
exclusively without electricity, similar to the Amish. Communication brand on the packaging,” JR says. Buying in bulk allows JR’s to sell
through phone is done only out of necessity. There is a phone in a products at cheaper prices than most stores—a scenario that not only
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OPPOSITE PAGE: Shoppers browse the selection at JR’s General Store. CLOCKWISE: A variety of homemade jams line the shelves at JR’s General Store. The sign welcomes
passersby just south of U.S. Route 50 and state Route 41. Candy is weighed to determine the appropriate selling price. Stacks of hats wait to be sold at JR’s General Store.

helps customers save money, but also helps JR’s to stand out.
“The family atmosphere is what really gets me,” says a customer
named Jan. “I find a sense of loyalty that I don’t get from chain stores.”
In the Country Crust Bakery next door, the aroma coming from
a mix of homemade items from doughnuts to pretzel bread sparks a
craving and immediate hole in one’s stomach.
The seven women behind the counter move and bake with a wellorchestrated rhythm. Perfectly uniformed with bonnets, long dresses
and aprons, they brandish cookie cutters, rolling pins and ingredients,
needing no direction as to what must be done next. The women have far
too much energy and enthusiasm for a group who rode their bikes some
four miles to get to work at 4:30 a.m., which a few of them do each day.
From start to finish, everything is done in-house at Country Crust.
Deliveries come to a garage door on the right side of the building.
Mixing starts around 4:30 a.m. with a crew of two to three people. Two
hours later, the dough has risen and is ready for the main shift of girls
to begin the baking process. The dough is then kneaded, baked, glazed
and packaged.
“From there we just progress through the day… and everything is done
right here,” Dawn Martin, the owner of Country Crust Bakery, explains.
Whether you’re heading to JR’s General Store or Country Crust
Bakery, the small town, away-from-the-world feeling is inescapable.
And don’t forget cash. You’ll have no luck using that little piece of
plastic you call a credit card.

MENNONITE
OR AMISH?

• Both have roots
in the Anabaptist
Tradition, in which
members are
baptised as adults.
• Both follow
Christian doctrine
in daily life.

• Both function
without electricity.

• They differ in
how they carry out
their beliefs, typically
to which extent
technology plays a
role in their life.
• The Mennonites
express simplicity,
but do not completely
separate from society
like the Amish.

ANABAPTIST TRADITION

This movement grew out of the Protestant
Reformation, but its followers separated
from Reformers such as Luther and Calvin.
While they called themselves Christians, their
opponents labeled them “Anabaptists.”

SOUTHEASTOHIOMAGAZINE.COM |
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A Toy Story

BY Julie Bethlenfalvy PHOTOS BY Meg Vogel

Located in two train cars, this shop lets imaginations run off the tracks
A time portal to childhood, Whipple’s Whimsical Toys dwells in
two old train cars resting in charming Harmar Village in Marietta. A
giant, plush bear at the top of the wooden stairs greets customers before
they enter the narrow train car doors. Hand-painted kites and a stuffed
Scooby-Doo dangle from the ceiling, welcoming Whipple’s visitors with
memories of their youth.
Rock Wilson, owner of Whipple’s, wanted to invent an alternative
toy shopping experience by selling toys that inspire imagination and
creativity. Wilson and his wife were strolling through Harmar Village
when they noticed the train cars for rent. After getting “all bubbly,”
Wilson called the landlord and secured a lease. Already prepared with
antique display cases and boxes of toys, Wilson moved in a week later
and opened Whipple’s in April 2011.
A self-proclaimed kid at heart, Wilson wants customers, adults and
children to play with the toys and use their imagination. The employees’
challenge at the end of the day is putting away the inventory, as the
store routinely transforms into a giant playroom. “It’s kind of like a big
playhouse, but we lose a lot of stuff because people break ‘em,” Wilson
says. “But I want people to play.”
There are magic sets that invoke a customer’s inner David Copperfield
and Barbie dolls that appeal to the inner diva. Whipple’s also sells
intricately carved wooden slingshot guns and marbles. “And we still have
all of our windows!” Wilson jokes.
Cathy Engle, a customer who lives about a block away from Whipple’s,
regularly takes her grandchildren to play with the toys. “In the beginning
it was curiosity, but now we love the place,” Engle says. She often leaves
with new playthings and appreciates the variety of prices. “You can go in

FROM LEFT: Pinocchio
is just one of the many
toys that greet patrons
when they walk in the
door. Owner Rock
Wilson stands in front
of his colorful gallery of
nostalgic toys.
Handmade wooden
toy cars are simple
but packed with
sentimental value.
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and spend a dollar, or many more dollars,” she says. The toys at Whipple’s
are generally higher-end, but part of Whipple’s motto is to sell “a toy you
pass down, not throw out.”
Toys dating back to the 1800s fill Whipple’s walls and display cases.
Musical tin birds, board games, sock monkeys, Duncan Yo-Yos and
vintage Slinkys all beg to be bought. Motorized tinker toys whirr and
Care Bears sing in the background.
Wilson will only buy toys to sell if they have been manufactured for
more than 30 years. For a long time, he refused to sell Legos, believing
they were introduced in the 1980s. He later discovered that they were
created in 1961, so he plans to add the miniature, plastic bricks to
Whipple’s colorful inventory. The store also strives to purchase U.S.made toys, but Wilson says this is getting harder to do. “The biggest task
is finding people still in business,” he says.
Wilson does have a plethora of toys for boys, but Whipple’s is constantly
on a mission to find more toys for girls and infants. If Whipple’s doesn’t
have a toy that a customer wants, Wilson will take special orders, and
purchases can also be made online. To the surprise of the owner, half of
this year’s holiday orders were purchased online by overseas customers.
“Christmas took off like gangbusters,” he says.
Whipple’s Whimsical Toys in many ways mirrors Wilson’s fun-loving
demeanor. Fake insects, silly glasses and classic board games such as Clue
and Candyland enchant children and transport adults to a forgotten
childhood, like their own personal whimsical time machine. “It’s just
been fun doing this,” Wilson says, smiling. “Finding all this stuff, it’s
just a good excuse to play.” Which is exactly what every visitor will want
to do.

ISSUE

ESCAPE
CLAWS
BY Adam Liebendorfer PHOTOS BY Susannah Kay

In the wake of the Zanesville tragedy,
Ohio’s exotic animal laws are evolving
Muskingum County Sheriff Matt Lutz was
flipping through the usual TV channels when
he received a disturbing call from one of his
deputies. A few animals had gotten loose at
Terry Thompson’s farm outside of Zanesville
and were harassing some of Thompson’s horses.
Thompson was a regular on the dispatch and
Lutz thought he knew what he was in for. A
few of his exotic pets either escaped from his
property or needed to be contained every few
months. However, when Lutz arrived at the
farm that weeknight last October, he found a
much more complicated situation than officers
had expected—pure pandemonium. All of
the outdoor cages were open and dozens of
malnourished animals roamed the barnyard.
When a bear climbed through the fence toward
a deputy, he opened fire. The four officers called
for backup, and before the night ended more
than 35 officers were on hand.
By the next morning, law enforcement
officials had killed 48 of Thompson’s 56
animals. Satellite trucks from every major news
outlet were abuzz in the parking lot at the
nearby Moose Lodge. And Terry Thompson,
a Vietnam veteran with a passion for fast
motorcycles and dangerous animals, lay dead
in his yard from what investigators determined
to be a self-inflicted gunshot wound.
In the aftermath of the events in Zanesville,
state lawmakers are putting Ohio’s notoriously
lax laws on exotic animal ownership under
the legislative knife. Members of the General
Assembly are crafting a law that would restrict
who can buy, sell and own exotic animals.
Many think the bill is long overdue—and so far
it enjoys bipartisan support—but exotic animal
owners have deep concerns. Not only could a
crackdown on animal ownership threaten their
way of life, they argue, it could also imperil
certain already endangered animal species.
Ohio currently does not require a permit to
keep an exotic animal. In the days following
the Zanesville incident, Gov. John Kasich
instructed law and wildlife officials to revisit

and inspect known exotic animal owners. He
also ordered the closing of unauthorized exotic
animal auctions, some of the biggest venues in
the country to obtain exotic pets. But he left
the General Assembly to hash out additional
restrictions for the future.
State Sen. Troy Balderson of Zanesville,
who introduced legislation in March, says
there is broad support for more robust animal
regulations. However, he says the issue gets
muddled quickly, especially when lawmakers
begin considering different types of animals.
Regulations for a toothless chimp, for example,
factor in different considerations than those
for a 12-foot boa constrictor or a 600-pound
grizzly bear.
Even still, Balderson would like to see the
bill passed by early summer.
“There’s going to be some stuff in there
that people aren’t going to like,” Balderson
says. “Some may feel it’s overreaching; some
may think it doesn’t do enough. We’ll go
through that when we start going through the
committee hearings.”
CONSERVATION CONCERNS
For some exotic animal owners, the debate
centers more on protecting endangered species
than it does their individual rights.
Jim Galvin of New Marshfield is one of
those owners. Galvin’s home in Athens County
has become a sanctuary of sorts for lost and
afflicted animals: cats with missing eyes, cats
missing legs, a stray dog, things like that. Out
back, Galvin keeps some of his bigger pets.
Galvin bought his first tiger, Boomer, in
2010. After retiring from his veterinarian
career in Toledo, he and his wife moved to New
Marshfield to start a tiger sanctuary that would
rehabilitate the big cats. He has since added two
tigers: Dudley, whom Galvin describes as laid
back and aloof, and Louise, a rambunctious
2-year-old that only holds back her affection
when Galvin comes late with dinner. Then,
she’s downright cat-like.

TOP: Dudley rests in his cage in Jim Galvin’s garage.
BOTTOM: Grrrumpy, Jim’s newest addition to the
sanctuary, peers through the bars of his cage.
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OPPOSITE PAGE: Dudley sits atop his hut in Galvin’s backyard. ABOVE: Galvin
stands outside the pen in his backyard during its final stages of construction.

Farmhands Nathan Hale and Jeremy Cooksey use heavy equipment to lift a dead
cow, donated by local farmers, that will be butchered for animal food.

Of the nine subspecies of tigers worldwide, three are extinct, four are
endangered and two are critically endangered. Biologists have pegged the wild
tiger populations at 100,000 a century ago; fewer than 4,000 are alive today.
Contrary to animals found at Terry Thompson’s farm, Galvin’s cats are
content. They are well-fed and they enjoy lounging throughout the day.
The retired veterinarian’s roofed pens stand several feet tall, and he houses
enough firearms to neutralize all the animals should they escape. Wild
tigers are best adapted to cold climates, but when the thermometer dips
too low, Galvin can move them to indoor pens.
“You have to remember these guys would much rather prefer a
40-degree day than an 80,” Galvin says.
As a way to soften the worries residents might have had after the
Zanesville incident, Athens County Sheriff Patrick Kelly visited Galvin’s
animal pens in November and declared they were “as secure as can be
made—barring any human error.”
Galvin’s cautious fondness for his cats is the kind that lawmakers are
looking to preserve. A chorus of purred affectations greets Galvin every
time he brings his cats lunch. He dotes on them as he feeds and pets them,
letting them lick his hands. Louise lets him kiss her back through the fence.
He still says he would never go into a cage with a cat alone, but this isn’t to
say Galvin doubts where the cats’ hearts lie. He knows they love him, but
he’s worried they would play a little too rough—a lethal prospect.
To maintain a tiger facility, Galvin must constantly find ways to feed
his cats. To keep the meat cool—tigers consume 10 to 15 pounds of
meat daily—Galvin purchased walk-in freezers from Kroger at a reduced
price. Galvin plans to build the rest of his facilities back in the woods on
his land, out of sight and out of mind, so they don’t become a nuisance
for his neighbors. Sheriff Kelly says the neighbors view Galvin as largely
levelheaded and that his presence is helping to raise local awareness for
endangered tigers.
Even with the outside help, Galvin faces the daunting financial task
of caring for tigers. With the cost of food, health care and everyday care,
Dusty Lombardi, vice president of animal care at the Columbus Zoo, puts
the price tag for keeping a tiger at around $20,000 per year. And that does
not include the upfront costs of constructing a pen for the animal.
Galvin received a cub in February. If all goes according to plan,
Boomer, Dudley, Louise and the new cub will have company. He aspires
to house dozens of tigers on his 125 acres of land. The goal, Galvin says,
is to encourage tiger conservation.While Galvin has no intention of
breeding tigers, other independent exotic animal owners do, a prospect
many who deal with the creatures in a more conventional manner find
disagreeable. Lombardi argues that independent owners rarely know
the pedigrees of their animals. Independent owners often buy and trade
animals among each other, so even the more responsible owners only
know their animals’ history back so far.
“When we go to breed an animal like a tiger, people don’t understand

it’s a big deal. Our goal is to keep traits as diverse as possible so we don’t
lose any traits trying to save the species,” Lombardi says.
These pedigrees are crucial to maintaining a proper breeding
population, Lombardi claims. To introduce a Bengal tiger that is also
part Siberian, as is Galvin’s Louise, would sully the zoo’s breeding pool.
Sometimes owners don’t know the subtle differences between species, but
other times independent owners breed animals for specific traits, like the
white tiger found at Terry Thompson’s farm in Zanesville. And it is rare,
if ever, that independent breeders intend to release their animals back
into the wild.
LOGISTICS
Even if the General Assembly passes a law restricting exotic animal
ownership, implementation could be problematic. One challenge would
be to find out who owns exotic animals. With no official permit system,
exotic animal owners are not registered with the state. Muskingum
County’s Sheriff Lutz says his office learns about exotic animals in
the county only when their owners open themselves to inspections or
neighbors complain.
“You need a dog license to have a dog, but you don’t need anything to
own a grizzly bear,” Lutz says.
The issue becomes particularly difficult when people live in more
remote parts of the state and only own one or two animals. A wild
monkey in an individual’s house in rural Vinton County is harder to find
than 50-plus lions, tigers and bears outside of Zanesville.
A potential crackdown on exotic animal owners may not affect Galvin
directly, but any kind of disruption in the exotic animal community may
threaten his mission. The man he receives his tigers from, a man who
sleeps in bed with the tiger cubs he rescues and doesn’t submit to voluntary
inspections, probably would not pass muster under the new law. Official
permits and strict inspection standards might mean a higher overhead.
The financial burden is one worthy of consideration by lawmakers, as
well. Terry Thompson, who owned a Harley Davidson dealership, was
always one bad break away from financial catastrophe. Years ago, federal
officers charged him with animal cruelty when one of his buffaloes starved
to death. And after being convicted for stockpiling unregistered guns in
2010, Thompson struggled from behind bars to pay for the hundreds of
pounds of meat his animals required each week. Released from prison,
he returned home to find that his wife had left him. His farm was full of
sick animals and he was heavy in debt. In the end, getting his farm up
and running again proved insurmountable.
Undoubtedly, many independent owners such as Galvin who
genuinely care for their animals exist. But for lawmakers, the final image
of Terry Thompson—lying dead by his own hands in his own yard, a
short distance from some 30 empty cages—may be more than enough to
influence strong legislation.
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Bevo Francis
BY Matt Pentz
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How a legendary player in the fifties helped a
small-town college slay the basketball giants

T

here’s a story they tell down
in this rural, southeastern
part of Ohio.
A local man had made it
big in international finance
and was looking to expand
his influence by partnering with banks in
Japan. This was proving easier said than done,
however. When he finally got an interview with
the president of a bank, he needed some help
to close the deal, so he used his connections to
bring along Henry Kissinger.
The Japanese bank president wasn’t
impressed with his famous visitor, though, and
our protagonist’s heart sank. But something
quickly and surprisingly changed when a
point on the local man’s resume caught the
president’s eye.
“It says here that you attended Rio Grande
College,” the man said with excitement. “Do
you know Bevo Francis?”
TODAY, Clarence “Bevo” Francis lives in
a cozy two-story house an hour southeast of
Cleveland. Pale blue shutters frame the red
brick house, which is surrounded by perfectly
trimmed hedges and a pair of barking dogs
that provide a natural soundtrack out back. It’s

four hours northeast of Rio Grande and even
further removed from Francis’ time as a global
basketball superstar in the early 1950s.
There are hints, however.
The hands that swallow yours during an
introductory handshake possessed one of
the greatest shooting touches in the history
of college basketball. His imposing height,
causing Francis to duck under doorframes, was
once used to terrorize opposing coaches. This
is a man who scored 116 points in a single
game, averaged 50.1 points per night during
his freshman season at Rio Grande College in
Gallia County and still holds court atop many
NCAA records.
“I don’t think there’s anybody out there who
is the kind of scorer that this man was,” says Gene
Moore, who met Francis while attending high
school in nearby Wellsville and remains friends
with him to this day. “We were at a banquet
once, and this is how he was introduced: ‘Wilt
Chamberlain, Pete Maravich, Michael Jordan,
they all have one thing in common—they’re all
still chasing Bevo Francis.’”
Moore adds: “There’s no comparison as far as
scoring. Nobody shot like that before or since.”
Francis saved his school from bankruptcy. He
brought fans back to college basketball after the

ugly point-shaving scandal of the late-‘40s and
once sold out Madison Square Garden.
When talking to the mild-mannered 79-yearold today, though, such accomplishments and
lore are constantly abated. He deflects every
mention of his fame back toward his former
teammates, exuding a humility Moore says
Francis has had from the start.
“Considering where he came from and where
he went to, and all the glory in between, it never
changed him,” Moore says.
WHEN Francis arrived on the campus of Rio
Grande, the school was on life support. It had
lost its Baptist affiliation and all the funding
that went with it, and there were tentative plans
to close at the end of the 1952-53 school year.
“We had 38 boys [at the school], and I
recruited probably half of them,” former head
coach Newt Oliver jokes.
The state of the basketball program wasn’t
much better. The Redmen had just one winning
season in school history up to that point and
had managed just four wins the season before.
It was a tough sell to a player of Francis’ talent.
He went to see Rio Grande play during his
senior year of high school, and the game was far
from a strong first impression.
SOUTHEASTOHIOMAGAZINE.COM |
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“I told Newt there are no boys on there that
can play ball,” Francis says.
But Oliver had coached Francis in high
school before taking the Rio Grande job, and
the latter knew that a few practices would weed
out the weaker players. This trust was all it took
to make the 6-foot, 9-inch scoring machine a
Redman.
Francis recalls a New Year’s Eve spent in the
gym during his high school days that underlines
Oliver’s fanatic drive to get the best out of his
players. After hearing about a party planned for
that night, Oliver wrangled up his players for
a midnight practice. Two hours and countless
sprints later, Oliver told his men that they were
free to go. By then, though, “We were all too
tired to go to the party,” Francis says,
chuckling at the memory.
Francis knew that under
Oliver, the talent would
improve. There was no
changing the facilities,
however, and they would
have to make the best of it.
The gym, colorfully nicknamed
the “Hog Pen,” didn’t even have
locker rooms, so players would
have to sprint through freezing
temperatures back to their dorms to
shower in winter.
Don Vynalek, a teammate of
Francis at Rio Grande, remembers his
first impression all too well.
“It was the worst thing I’ve ever seen
for a basketball court,” Vynalek says. “It
had tile floors that were curled up, a roof
that leaked, no seating, a stage at one end and
that’s it.”
Despite the challenges, Oliver forged on and
turned the program around.
With his star on board, Oliver stocked
Rio Grande with players either overlooked
by bigger programs or eager to get around
the NCAA’s rule prohibiting freshmen from
playing on varsity teams. Rio Grande’s
NAIA status allowed players to see the floor
right away.
Jim McKenzie turned down legendary coach
Adolph Rupp and powerhouse Kentucky to
join Francis at Rio Grande, with Vynalek
coming a year later after saying no to in-state
juggernaut Nebraska.
“They were five special guys,” Moore says. “It
would probably never happen again, because in
this day and age you could never get five guys
willing to give up the ball like they did. Wayne
Wiseman was the distributor. Roy Moses was
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like a little bull, a rebounder. Everybody had
their little niche.”
The team developed a distinct style. Wiseman
originally drove Oliver crazy with his behindthe-back passes, but the coach eventually came
around. McKenzie and Wiseman provided the
creativity and looseness, Moses the basketball
IQ and Dick Barr the hustle.
Francis was the undisputed star, the one
who earned the headlines. But he is quick to
acknowledge that the Redmen were far from a
one-man team.
“Put the other four on the bench and

limited options for entertainment in Rio
Grande, bonded the players immediately.
“We were like brothers,” Francis says. “If
you saw one of us, you saw us all. There was
nothing else to do, so we’d go play ball until
7 or 8 at night [even after practice was over].”

THE RESULTS of such chemistry exceeded
even the wildest expectations. The team went
39-0 in the 1952-53 season, setting the alltime win total for a college team. Just as Oliver
drew it up, the offense averaged more than 100
points per game and Francis topped 50.
Even the Hog Pen had a shining moment: It
played host to Francis’ 116-point performance
in a 150-85 win over Ashland (Kentucky)
Junior College.
The Redmen had become
a national sensation, and
old-timers remember
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116-point game was deemed
ineligible as the NCAA caved in to
see how many points I score,” Francis says.
the pressure.
Such unselfishness wasn’t limited only to
To Oliver, there was only one solution: hit the
the big man. Oliver didn’t mince words with road and beat the big boys at their own game.
his role players. His game plan from the start
The result was a season unlike any other.
was to score 100 points a game, with Francis Oliver’s grand plans for Rio Grande were met
contributing at least 50 of those. Most players with incredulity at first. When he told his
would balk at such a suggestion, but the team that they would one day play at Madison
Redmen were willing to sacrifice.
Square Garden, veteran guard Wiseman
“They’d come into the game and say, ‘Bevo’s quipped, “Coach, the only garden we’ll ever see
going to get 50, we’re going to get 50,’” Vynalek is one with a hoe.”
says. “‘We don’t care who gets our 50 as long as
One year later, Oliver’s visions came true.
we get our 50.’ I don’t think I ever heard those Tiny Rio Grande was regularly playing in the
guys complaining that Bevo shot too much. basketball palaces of the day.
They were in it to win. We liked winning.”
“It was just awesome to go out in some
The shared passion for success, along with of the places we played—Butler Fieldhouse,

“BEVO
” FRAN
CIS

Cincinnati Garden, Madison Square Garden,
Boston Garden, Miami Beach Auditorium,
Raleigh Fieldhouse,” says Dick Myers, who was
a freshman on the ’53-’54 team. “It was just
awesome to see those crowds and find yourself a
part of what was going on.”
For college basketball, the Redmen were
the perfect team at a perfect time to resurrect
the game’s image. Led by Francis’ scoring and
Oliver’s promoting—NAIA historian John
McCarthy refers to the coach as the “P.T.
Barnum of college basketball”—Rio Grande
put fans back in the stands and a fresh face back
on the game.
“Basketball was in a bad spot,” Oliver says.
“They were shaving points. I just think that
we rejuvenated basketball. We just had this
drawing power. People would line up for blocks
just to see us play.”
The Redmen were more than just a traveling
sideshow—they could match any team,
anywhere—and few of the remaining players
even remember the size of the crowds.
“To me, I couldn’t have told you how many
people there were,” Francis says. “The other
guys were the same way. We went to play ball,
not be crowd pleasers.”
Their list of famous victories from that season
is remarkable, even more so given the size of
the school and its lack of basketball history. Rio
Grande defeated national powers Providence,
Miami (Florida), Butler, Creighton, Arizona
State and, most impressively, defending ACC
champion Wake Forest. They pushed Villanova
and North Carolina State to the wire. In total,
the Redmen went 21-7 despite playing nearly
every game on the road and against tough
competition.
“I’ve studied a lot of college basketball
over the years. I want to say that it is up there
among the greatest stories in college basketball
history,” McCarthy says. “It is not just about
one thing. It’s the collection of many pieces
coming together at once.”
Francis was named a second-team Associated
Press All-American and even regained his single
game scoring record with 113 points against
Hillsdale College at Jackson High School.
Yet for all of the breathtaking wins and
individual accolades, Francis slips into his
characteristic modesty when asked his proudest
moment of that famous season.
“For me,” he says with pride, “it was the way
we grouped and came together as a team.”
DESPITE the successes on the basketball court,
the story was destined for an unhappy ending.

Tension mounted between the team and the
Rio Grande administration—and it only grew
as the publicity heightened.
The Madison Square Garden trip had paid
for the salary of the professors, but Francis
remembers being given the cold shoulder in the
hallways by those he had helped support. The
president of the college took to demanding a
mention in every national feature story that ran
about the team.
“It was frustrating having a school president
that had to have everything that you got,”
Francis says.
Oliver agrees: “It’s a shame that we didn’t
have an administration that recognized that
we were giving them millions of dollars in
free publicity. You couldn’t buy that kind of
publicity, and it’s still happening.”
And so, after just two seasons at Rio Grande,
Francis and Oliver signed a contract with the
Boston Whirlwinds to tour with the Harlem
Globetrotters. What followed was an intangible

Basketball was in a
bad spot... I just think
that we rejuvenated
basketball. We just
had this drawing
power. People would
line up for blocks just
to see us play.”

- NEWT OLIVER

rift between Francis, who said that Oliver
had used him for his own ends, and Oliver,
who maintained his innocence. Francis would
later sign with the Cleveland Pipers of the
ABA—a forerunner of today’s NBA—when his
Whirlwinds contract expired.
He had married before he enrolled at Rio
Grande, and the years of publicity were taking
a toll on his family. One night, Francis was
entered as an unwitting write-in candidate for
the local constable position. As a measure of his
popularity in the area, he won, and reporters
woke his wife in the middle of the night with
questions. His wife, who had handled all of the
attention with remarkable patience, “really let
me have it that night,” he chuckles.
A few years later with the Pipers, Francis
reached another breaking point. Upon
returning from a road trip, he went to greet
his son, who responded by hiding behind his
grandpa and refusing to hug his father.

“That was it for me,” Francis says.
Thus, Bevo Francis, at the height of his
powers, walked away from the game—and the
limelight—forever.
THESE days, the college that Francis saved has
grown into a bustling campus serving more than
2,000 students. The Hog Pen is gone, replaced
by a building with sterile lighting, the smell of
pine wax and all of the modern amenities the
former lacked.
Francis may have not gotten rich off of
his time with the Whirlwinds and cameo in
the ABA, but he made enough to buy that
house that sits off an unmarked side street in
Salineville, still home to a happily married
family man. He has even reconciled with his
old coach, reuniting the team that made Rio
Grande famous. “[Francis] has grown to be
man enough that it’s just like water off of a
duck’s back,” Moore says. “Newt still thinks
he didn’t do anything wrong, and Bevo’s been
able to bury the hatchet. … They’re mending
the fences.”
The schism between the school and its most
famous sons lasted until the early ‘80s, when a
new administration extended an olive branch in
the form of an annual tournament.
Coming up on its 30th anniversary, the
Bevo Classic is hosted yearly on campus. With
reconciliation in the rearview mirror, the
biggest challenge now is keeping the memory of
that legendary team alive.
“It’s slipping, and it always does,” Moore
says. “We hold the tournament here every year
and bring him back and his coach and old
players. We try to recognize him as much as
possible.”
As time goes on, the name Bevo Francis rings
a bell with fewer and fewer people. But to those
involved, the memories remain fresh.
“At the time all this was going on, I don’t
think we realized the full extent of it as it’s
looked upon now,” Myers says. “It was a oncein-a-lifetime experience.”
Bevo and his teammates accomplished a feat
that will never be done again. They were the
college version of Hoosiers, the little team that
could. And just as suddenly as they rose, the
story was cut disappointingly short.
The legacy of what they did, however, still
burns brightly.
“There would be no Rio Grande College
without Bevo Francis,” McCarthy says. “He put
the shining face back on college basketball.”
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Unlocking

Lucasville
In the shadow of death
row, a small town finds
its own identity
BY Andy Cluxton
PHOTOS BY Ian Bates

The students of Valley High School in
Lucasville have just escaped their last class of
the day. Faint conversations and music echoing
from car stereos can be heard from state Route
728, the road at the entrance of the school. Cars
peel out of the parking lot and buses move onto
their routes as the day comes to its conclusion.
Nothing about this series of events seems out
of place.
But it is the death row prison, sitting directly
across the street, which makes this scene and this
town particularly interesting. It is the Southern
Ohio Correctional Facility, one of the state’s
largest maximum security prisons and home to
Ohio’s death row.
It may be easier to describe Lucasville as
the town you pass through on U.S. Route 23
on your way to somewhere else, with many
passersby never knowing that one of Ohio’s
largest penitentiaries lies about a half mile off
the highway. The town population of 1,588
only exceeds the prison’s by barely 100. It has
two stoplights and more churches than fast food
chains. The local cemetery appears to contain
more residents than the town itself, and through
the heart of the city run train tracks, a staple
of many small Ohio towns. But in the end,
Lucasville’s claim to fame is likely as a place
where prisoners are put to death.
To the people of Lucasville, however, the
prison is simply a fabric of the landscape and
a necessary asset. Everyone knows everyone.
Family values and communal pride are the
stalwarts of citizenry. The people tend to stay
close to home, acclimated to growing up with a
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maximum-security prison right next to a school,
a gas station and an up-scale neighborhood.
The prison dons a more serious expression
than the school opposite. A gate, lined with
fences of barbed wire like coils of razor-sharp
teeth, welcomes visitors and residents. While the
school is dressed up in multi-colored bricks and
a roof as green as the lawn, the fortress across

the street wears dull gray brick beneath a flat,
detaining roof. No one is outdoors. The grass
is brown only on the prison property, as if the
rain hits the ground but refuses to retain it. The
entire complex seems comatose. One would
think the prison was abandoned if not for the
hundreds of cars parked in its lot. The school has
a life to it, a sense of opportunity and youth. The

Lucasville youngsters Billie Jean Jennice and
Dakota Scott play a game of one-on-one basketball.

prison across the street signals only dead ends
and aberrations.
Opened in 1972, the Southern Ohio
Correctional Facility spans 1,625 acres and
houses 1,417 inmates. It also employs 652
people, many from the city and Scioto County
area.
“I don’t even think about the prison being

there,” says Valley High School Principal and
longtime Lucasville resident Lisa Harley. “The
only time that I think about it is when they have
emergency alarm testing, or if they are going to
be executing a prisoner and we become notified,
because there are often protesters and media
outlets present.”
That sentiment is visible all over town. Almost

everyone knows someone else who works for
or has worked at the prison, with many of the
local food establishments able to recite the shift
changes of prison guards and what they will be
hungry for when they get off. Even staff at the
tourist information center outside of town can
recite a roll call of individuals who have worked
for the prison or know family or friends that do.
SOUTHEASTOHIOMAGAZINE.COM |
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TOP LEFT: Lucasville residents enjoy conversation at a local diner. BOTTOM LEFT: For
the residents of Lucasville, the prison has become a familiar facet of their everyday lives.
RIGHT: The death row prison sits opposite Valley High School.

The prison may be the economic lifeblood
of the town, but the potential danger is always
simmering under the surface. It is a fact that was
made devastatingly clear in early 1993, when
one of the longest sustained prison riots in U.S.
history took place at the penitentiary.
On April 11, Easter Sunday, around 450
inmates rioted and gained control of the facility,
holding it for 11 days. During that time,
insurgent inmates murdered nine prisoners and
one guard. In fact, the new Valley High School
building was set to have its grand opening
that week, but was delayed while the school
transformed into a headquarters for police and
SWAT units attempting to control the situation.

School was cancelled until the site was back
under control.
Jason Storey, a longtime Lucasville resident
who now lives in Minford, right outside of town,
was a corrections officer at the prison from 1997
until 2011. He was also a high school student
during the time of the riots.
“The entire town was on edge,” Storey says. “I
had a friend who was one of the hostages, and
I just think that it was something that no one
in the town ever expected.” Storey’s friend never
returned to work for the prison after the riot.
While the people of Lucasville do not fear
prison uprisings or escapes the way an outsider
might be compelled to, it would be incorrect

to think they do not consider the possibilities.
Carefully constructed plans and protocols are in
place at the school and other establishments in
case of such events.
“I feel like we’re ahead of the game,” Harley
explains. “We have lockdown and secure mode
procedures. Our doors are locked almost all day.
People must be buzzed in at the front door after
showing proper identification, and then they
report right to the office. And while the parents
may find it an inconvenience, I haven’t heard
any complaints because they know that we have
the best intentions of safety in mind.”
It is not just the school that has heightened
its preventive measures. The prison itself has

THE DISTANCE FROM THE SCHOOL ENTRANCE TO THE PRISON IS THE LENGTH OF 13.2 SCHOOL BUSES
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become more secure and better equipped to
handle hostile situations.
“If anything came from the riot that was a
good thing, it’s that [the prison] is a lot more
secure,” Storey says. “Single cells have cut down
on a lot of trouble, and if anything happens now
it is usually isolated.”
Students have shown the same feeling of
safety and security and recognize the fiscal
benefits.
“The prison provides a lot of job opportunities
for the community so it is not bad,” says Cody,
a Valley High senior. “You kind of just grow
accustomed to it.”
For those who do not call Lucasville home, it

seems unusual that there exists a large, maximum
security prison housing death row inmates—
right across from the high school— that no one
in the town seems to notice. But while people in
other towns have grown up with a coal mine not
far from a golf course, or a General Motors plant
not far from a small downtown area, the city of
Lucasville treats its setting quite the same.
It has to do with the economics of the prison
for many Lucasville residents. The school,
hospital and prison systems are the main
employment outlets in the area, providing
needed jobs with the departure of many of
the steel industry positions that used to thrive
in Southeastern Ohio. This differentiates and

gives identity to Lucasville much in the way
factory towns and steel towns do. The prison has
stepped in to fill the void.
“So many of the plants and shops shut down,
so there was nothing down there,” Storey says.
“Our town used to be thriving in the steel
industry. Nowadays it seems as though the
prison is all that we have.”
In addition to being a longtime employer, the
prison can also act as a springboard for careers in
other fields in the area. The corrections officers’
union offers employees up to $3,500 per year
toward obtaining a college degree, and many
have taken advantage of that opportunity. This
is often a major rallying point for keeping the
prison in the area for the benefit of the town.
But the dangerous nature of prison work often
leads many people to move on.
“For getting a corrections officer’s job, you
don’t need a degree,” Storey says. “You can’t
make that kind of money anywhere else without
a college education. But a lot of guys come in,
get an education, use a correction officer’s job as
a base and promote up, whether it be supervision
or case management or any of those avenues.”
The impact is obvious. It is hard to find
even a single student who does not know a
tangential relationship to a prison employee, a
family member or friend who has employment
ties to the prison.
“Both of my uncles used to work at the
prison,” says Valley High senior Josh. “They
worked there for a couple years and then went
on to get better jobs. One is now a teacher and
the other does security for various junkyards.”
Heavy emphasis on family keeps the town
from dwelling on any negative connotations
that may come with housing a maximum
security prison so close to everyday life. It is a
bond that keeps people in Lucasville and leads
to many generations raising their families here.
“It’s a ma-and-pa town for sure,” says Storey,
describing the close and connected nature
that has become the town’s identity. “When
it comes down to it, Lucasville is really just a
close-knit village.”
Harley says continual approval of school
levies, great community support and high
attendance for school activities demonstrate
how this town comes together.
“I grew up here, and I want my children to
grow up here,” Harley says. “I really believe
that family is very important here. I wanted my
children to grow up in that same neighborhood
where family means everything, and people still
care about each other and treat each other with
respect. That’s what Lucasville is.”
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Whirlwind

RESCUE
The MedFlight 6 crew brings patients back to
their families and forges a family of their own

BY Adam Flango PHOTOS BY Sam Owens
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Scott Dozier, EMT-paramedic, looks out over the skyline of
Columbus after transporting a patient to Grant Medical Center.
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Scott Dozier, EMT-paramedic, opens the helicopter door as Allison Wolfe, registered nurse and EMT, and Rollie VanDorn, pilot, prepare to take flight once again.

temperamental storm
front blew over the
Buckingham Coal Mine
in the village of Corning,
Ohio. It was the kind
of capricious weather
Ohioans know all too
well. Gary Barraclough,
the mine’s foreman,
stopped in on a Saturday to help the weekend
shift get a head start on the next week’s workload.
The then 58-year-old had made it a habit to put
in overtime during his more than 35 years in the
coal mining business. He casually walked around
the mine site, confident he would hear, as always,
any machines coming his way. But that afternoon
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the sound of cutting coal was particularly loud.
Gary didn’t hear a thing.
A five-ton behemoth of a machine careened
through the yard and struck Gary’s right side,
practically splitting him in half internally. The
impact broke four bones in his back, ripped
vertebrae off his spine, bludgeoned five ribs into
his lungs and shattered his pelvis. He said a prayer
for his wife and two children while lying helpless,
his last thought before slipping into a medically
induced coma for the next 16 days.
An ambulance from the Corning Fire
Department zipped to the scene to assess the
damage. They knew Gary’s life was in peril, but
the unstable weather prohibited emergency
helicopters from flying, so he was rushed by squad

to Genesis Good Samaritan Hospital in Zanesville.
As the ambulance screamed north, the
emergency team at the MedFlight 6 base in
McConnelsville prepared for duty. A pilot gauged
the weather, waiting for any sign of clearing skies.
Good Samaritan did not have the resources for
Gary’s severe trauma; he needed to be life-flighted
to Columbus’ Grant Medical Center. It would
have taken an ambulance more than an hour to
get there—time Gary did not have.
Then, as the weather often does in this region,
the skies parted just enough for the MedFlight
team to go. They landed at Good Samaritan,
carefully situated the fragile patient on board, and
flew him nearly 60 miles in under 25 minutes.
“I know one thing,” Gary says, some 14

While the pilot
makes a stop at
the MedFlight
headquarters
in Columbus,
Allison Wolfe
practices medical
techniques on
an interactive
dummy.

A helicopter soap
dispenser sits on
the sink at the
MedFlight 6 base
in McConnelsville.

months later. “Without MedFlight, I would be
gone.” As tears begin to roll down his cheek, he
excuses himself to the kitchen.
From his horrific accident, Gary has two rods,
24 screws, four bolts, two pins and 24 plates
holding his body together. He recently walked
with his cane around the base housing the team
that saved his life and hundreds of others.
The base is less than two miles up the hill from
McConnelsville’s picturesque town center. The
plain, one-story house with red shutters draws
little attention, save for a white sign with blue
letters that reads “Partners For Life.”
It’s a 24-hour home, complete with bedrooms,
a kitchen and exercise equipment. It serves as a
temporary household for the nurses, paramedics

and pilots on-call at every hour of the day, always
ready to respond to emergencies in Morgan
County and the surrounding areas. For residents
of the rural county, MedFlight is their only
lifeline. There are no hospitals and no clinics to be
found anywhere within the county’s 416 square
miles. The closest hospital is in Marietta, an hour
drive from the base.
In 2005, MedFlight, a non-profit company
based in Columbus, saw a void in the
Morgan County region. “Clearly there was an
opportunity to expand, to have that resource
close to these people,” says Todd Bailey, director
of business development for the organization.
MedFlight has eight helicopter bases throughout
Ohio, but the MedFlight 6 base is the only one
that operates in a county without traditional
hospital emergency care.
Bailey says 75 percent of MedFlight transports
entail transferring patients from one hospital to
a more specialized hospital, like the Columbusbased trio of Grant, Children’s Hospital and
Ohio State Medical Center. The other 25
percent start at the scene of the accident, where
MedFlight helicopters need only a 100 x 100foot landing spot.
But in Morgan County, the patient is always
retrieved from the immediate scene. County
residents rely on a nurse, a paramedic, a pilot
and the most aerodynamically advanced flying
machine in existence.
“Aerodynamically, it’s more complicated than
the space shuttles,” says Max Doner, a 28-year-old
pilot who has been working with MedFlight for
a year. He is wearing a navy blue jumpsuit with

a MedFlight logo stitched onto the right side of
his chest and a pair of gold wings pinned over his
left breast pocket. He wears a silver wedding band
that matches the gray stripe running from his
shoulder to his all-black tennis shoes.
He is a father of two, but his eyes light up
when he looks at his other baby. It has a bright
green tail the color of a freshly watered putting
green, purposely colored to stand out during
low visibility.
Max rattles off the helicopter’s stats like a
sport-obsessed child reciting the box score from
the previous night’s game. He describes Alpha
30 panels, transponders, five different radios,
fast-moving gyroscopes, tail rotors and turbine
engines—seemingly complicated features that are
standard in every MedFlight helicopter.
But they are essential to this powerful, lifesaving machine. “It’s an emergency room in the
sky,” says Dave Evans, a MedFlight nurse.
The inside of the helicopter is compact, but
with room to move around. Three cushioned seats
resemble those that flight attendants sit on before
takeoff. Two of the seats are for the paramedic
and the nurse, with one extra available for either a
family member or a staff member in training. Next
to the pilot, directly in front of the paramedic and
nurse, is a stretcher and red medical bag muddied
from a transport the day before.
Operating procedure in the aircraft is organized
chaos. Crew members are trained to perform a
variety of tasks, often at the same time, with each
aimed at ensuring the patient’s health and safety
in the short time they meet. “The crew is doing so
many things at once,” Max says.
SOUTHEASTOHIOMAGAZINE.COM |
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It’s really important for communication, because if you’re
not communicating, if you don’t trust each other, if you
don’t have the ability to talk...people die in this industry.”

- DAVE EVANS

On a typical transport, the nurse takes care of
the patient with help from the paramedic, while
the paramedic reports to hospitals and talks to
the ground crew. Simultaneously, Max relays the
weather they may encounter to determine if their
flight pattern needs to be altered. All this in under
30 minutes, 1,000 feet above ground—just a
typical day at the office.
“For this kind of job, you have to leave your
ego at the door,” says Dave in a strong Canadian
accent while sitting at the kitchen table. His
voice is muffled by bites of ham and macaroni
and cheese. “You have to if you are going to
remain safe.”
That lack of ego is palpable in the small house.
It does not matter the person’s age, position or
tenure with MedFlight; each crew member is
treated with the same level of respect.
Dave is a floater nurse, meaning he does not
have a central base to report to. Having visited
every base in Ohio, Dave knows the close bond
between crews is common between bases. “Each
base takes a lot of pride in where they are and
their family atmosphere,” he says, finishing the
last drop of his Pepsi.
With typically only three people to a shift, it’s a
small tribe at any given time, but it has characters
reminiscent of those in most families. Dave is a
wise-cracking fast-talker, quick to playfully tease
his co-workers. So is paramedic Scott Dozier,
who likened the atmosphere to that of a firehouse,
which he worked at previously.
At 28, Max is the youngest of the group
by a significant margin, but MedFlight’s nonhierarchical system gives him just as much
responsibility as the men 20 years his senior. As
the medical shifts change in the morning, Max
speaks quickly and confidently, with no pause
between sentences.
“Pre-inspection looks fine. Aircraft looks good
this morning. We’ve got nine plus hours on the
airframe. O2 status I believe is over five. If that
gets low today, we make a couple runs, let me
know and I will change that out for you. Weight
and balance is limited today with the observer.”
As the smell of a freshly brewed batch of coffee
emanates from the kitchen, Max continues with
his overview. The 15-minute briefing breaks down
the day’s weather conditions and expectations of
crew members, reviews standard procedures and
reminds the crew of emergency exit strategies.
Each crew member performs a risk assessment
that judges factors such as supplies and weather
conditions, but there is also an element of selfassessment where the pilot, nurse and paramedic
list their external distractions. Everything needs
to be accounted for—had a bad night’s sleep, got
into an argument with a spouse, and so on—and
given a numerical value.
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“If someone’s number is way higher than the
rest of us, then it’s just a statement to all of us to
watch this person or help this person and keep
an eye on them,” Max says, while analyzing the
evening’s projected weather conditions.
If a risk gets too high on the chart, they have
to replace that person.
“It’s really important for communication,”
Dave says. “Because if you’re not
communicating, if you don’t trust each other,
if you don’t have the ability to talk…people die
in this industry.”
A 2009 Wall Street Journal article cited air
ambulance as the most dangerous job in the
country. According to the article, at least 180
people had been killed or seriously injured in U.S.
medical helicopter crashes over the past decade.
So why go into a business that poses more
risk than any other profession?
“You really feel like you benefit the people
around you,” says Max in his understated, awshucks drawl.
But today’s crew is not worried about the
risk of death or injury. They trust Max and his
natural ability to navigate the air. With the sun
shining down just after noon, Max and Dave
pack into the four-seat cabin. They are not
preparing for an emergency run, just a quick
15-minute jaunt over the town and back.
Each crew member is fitted with a standard
helmet that is just a red and black “Maverick”
sticker away from being a Top Gun replica.
Night vision goggles are attached if necessary, but
on a perfect winter afternoon, they stay tucked in
the helmet. The seats, positioned at a 90-degree
angle, provide more legroom than a commercial
airplane seat.
Max starts the engine as the panel in front
of him illuminates like a Lite Brite toy, only
with the most advanced GPS system available.
The main rotor—the “blades”—begins rotating
at speeds up to 450 miles per hour, creating a
high-pitched whirr.
The helicopter slowly rises, giving the
passengers a brief sensation of weightlessness. Max
spins the aircraft around, posing it for a picture
being taken on the ground by base director April
Eichner. As he swiftly increases the ascending
speed, Dave is silent. Even though it’s just a brief
ride, safety procedures remain paramount.
The aerial view gives new definition to the
phrase “small town.” Flying at more than 250
feet above land, lower than a normal transport
flight, houses and barns look like figurines in a
Christmas display. Max smoothly guides the
helicopter, making the most complicated flying
machine seem like a remote control plane.
Max and Dave explain the different functions
inside the helicopter and point out where and how

medical care is provided in such a small moving
area. After spending 25 years in air medical, Dave
barely even registers that he is in the plane during
emergency transports.
But on a ride like this, he is well aware. They
all are. Most days in this floating office, they
don’t have the luxury to take in the beauty of
the Morgan County’s rolling hills or how the
Muskingum River creates a beautiful border
along the town. Dave is clearly relaxed but still
carries an alert expression, keeping an eye out
just in case. Max is simply in his element, up
in the air.
“For me, flying is easier than driving a car,”
says Max after landing.
Once the skids hit the pad, the passengers
disembark, returning to the base. Dave sits back
down at the kitchen table while Max checks the
weather. They wait for the phone to ring, ready
at any moment to dart back into their office, the
emergency room in the sky.

CLOCKWISE: Darcie
Jones, registered nurse
and EMT writes a
report as the crew flies
to retrieve a patient at
the Southeastern Ohio
Regional Medical Center
in Cambridge. Allison
Wolfe, registered nurse
and EMT, organizes
medical supplies. A view
of Grant Medical Center
in Columbus, from the
MedFlight 6 helicopter.
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Keri Roe, founder and president of the National Road Riders,
leans on her bike as her cat strolls by on a spring day.
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UNDER
THE
LEATHER
NATIONAL ROAD RIDERS BREAK
BIKER STEREOTYPE AND FUEL
CAMBRIDGE COMMUNITY
BY Emma Morehart
PHOTOS BY Alex Goodlett

W

hen Keri Roe got off work one
Thursday, she craved some freedom.
All she wanted to do was take her
motorcycle out of the garage and go
for a ride. She reflected on the lab tests she had done
that day as she kicked off her steel-toed boots, hung
up her white lab coat, and pulled a pair of blue jeans
out of the drawer. She pushed her work thoughts
aside as she stretched into her shirt, traded the lab
coat for a leather jacket and mentally mapped out her
evening route. She headed to the garage, relieved to
be out of her safety goggles and into her sunglasses.
She unveiled her Kawasaki Vulcan cruiser, revved it
up and cruised through Cambridge to the winding
roads of Guernsey County.
Roe is a biker. She is a founder and the president
of National Road Riders, a community service biker
group in Guernsey County. She has leather jackets,
leather boots, leather pants, leather chaps, a tattoo of
a red-tailed hawk on her upper arm, and a motorcycle
$9,000 in value and priceless in adoration.
Most of the time, Roe is also a chemist. She’s
a mom, as well as a fan of kayaking, camping and
anything outdoors. She can walk into any supermarket
in Cambridge and chat with at least one person. The
Riders love and respect her. Her tattoos (like those of
most bikers, she says) are a personal statement, and
speak with a voice louder than her own. She really
loves leather. “Leather is just doggone cool … you’re
just the coolest thing on the road,” she says.
In fact, many members of the National Road
Riders break the Hell’s Angels biker stigma. Eric
Schlosser owns the Downtown Arena restaurant and
SOUTHEASTOHIOMAGAZINE.COM |
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Eric Schlosser, a founding member of the National Road Riders, bought the Downtown Arena bar 13 years ago. He has been riding motorcycles all his life.

bar and Charlene Downing was the county’s first
American Red Cross Hometown Hero last year.
One member is the conductor of an orchestra,
another an English professor. Other Road Riders
run their own business or are supervisors in their
workplaces. But they are all still bikers.

COMMUNITY

Roe and 11 other motorcyclists established the
National Road Riders in 2004 as a community
service biker organization, but not without
some opposition. When the Riders wanted to
host their first annual summer Bike Show on
the town’s main road and group’s namesake,
National Road Route 40, Cambridge business
owners fought back. They did not want bikers
taking over their downtown, Roe says. Now,
the National Road Riders have reversed the
stereotype of dangerous, troublesome bikers.
Every year, the Riders team up with
Cambridge Main Street, an organization that
serves as a liaison between business owners
and Cambridge residents, to raise more than
$8,000 from the Bike Show. Cambridge
Main Street puts the money toward small
community projects.
In the corner of Downtown Arena, about
10 of the 30 members of the National Road
Riders slide together three empty tables and
order personal pepperoni pizzas and plates of
meatloaf. The server brings lager, red wine and
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martinis with long strands of olives to those
who will not leave the meeting behind the
handlebars of a bike. Eric, the owner, emerges
from his office to join the pre-meeting social
hour. Dan Titko arrives in his unofficial work
uniform, a collared blue shirt bearing the red
logo of his printing and promotions company,
Speedy Print, which promotes the Bike Show
each year.
Over the squeaking of basketball shoes on
the TVs above their heads, the old friends
chatter about jobs and families, their bikes
and their businesses. With an official greeting,
the group’s secretary, Amy Stillion, calls the
monthly meeting to order as Titko finishes the
last of his brownie bites.
Unsafe biking weather makes for a long
winter for the Riders, but they use the time to
plan for the Bike Show on June 16. February’s
meeting focused on collecting the show’s food
and service vendors, who pay a small fee to
promote their businesses and support the
community. The group works far in advance,
but the hard work is worth it.
Local business owners expect a visit from
National Road Riders members every year
asking for donations to the Bike Show.
Businesses sell discounted goods or donate gift
cards that the Riders combine in baskets and
sell at the Bike Show’s auction.
The Days Inn in Cambridge donates a free

night’s stay each year, says Donna Sopko, the
Inn’s general manager. She sees Stillion or
Downing around town and welcomes them
to stop in for the annual donation. But the
National Road Riders never take advantage
of the community’s hospitality, and that’s the
important part, Sopko says.
“I like to think that everybody likes to help
out in any way they can. I have heard that the
people in the community are very nice and
always willing to help. You don’t always get that
everywhere,” Sopko says. “[The Riders] do a lot
of good.”
Roe agrees. “When they saw what we were
doing, they decided that instead of fighting,
they’d get on board with it because we could
do a whole lot more when we work together.”
With the proceeds from the Bike Show, the
Riders cook a holiday dinner and buy gifts for
the kids at the Thompkins Child and Adolescent
Services Center. But the most rewarding part is
spending time with them.
“Our hearts just went out to those kids
because it isn’t their fault that they didn’t have
a family for Christmas,” Roe says. “So for that
brief amount of time on a Sunday afternoon
before Christmas, we do our best to just be a
family to those kids.”
The Thompkins Center serves as a temporary
home for teenage boys who have mental or
behavioral disorders. For four to six months,

Vivian Wagner, an associate professor of journalism, poses outside Muskingum College. She has been in the National Road Riders for two years.

the teen lives with approximately 13 other boys
until he is able to live with his family again, said
Christopher Caples, the director of residential
at the Center. Over the course of their stay, the
teens become a family, and the National Road
Riders’ Christmas party helps to build that
family bond.
“It’s nice for the kids to see that people out
there care about them,” Caples says. Most of
the kids have extended family that they can
see during the holidays, but it helps the kids’
progress to see other people giving back to the
community. The Riders’ hospitality also allows
the kids to make Christmas lists and receive
gifts from their lists.
Cambridge’s strong statewide reputation for
service to others is largely advanced by the work
of the Riders. Last Christmas, with money left
over after the Thompkins dinner, the Riders
gave Kmart gift certificates to five struggling
families. A Ride for Diabetes gave money to
the Cambridge diabetic support group while
Cruise for a Cure, a poker run last spring, raised
money for the James Cancer Research Center.
It is part of Appalachian culture to help each
other out and stay close to home, Caples said.

SAFETY

Downing, who had been volunteering long
before she joined the National Road Riders,
is a hometown hero through and through.

“[Downing] would give you the shirt off her
back, even if she didn’t have one!” Stillion gushes,
finishing off a Downtown Arena pizza crust.
The road hasn’t always been smooth, though.
In 2002, Downing had reconstructive surgery
on her knee after she crashed when a dog darted
across the street in front of her. When she flew
forward onto the tank of her bike, her knee
bent back and twisted. It had begun to swell
to the size of a grapefruit by the time Downing
could regain control of the bike and pull to the
side of the road. Her son, who was 12 years old
at the time and watched the accident happen,
never wanted her to ride again. But Downing
respects her bike and trusts other bikers—it’s
everything and everyone else on the road that
concerns her.
“I wasn’t gonna let that dog scare the hell out
of me from ever riding again,” she says.
However, some motorcycle accidents have
stolen friends and family from members of
the National Road Riders, so the group makes
it their motto to “Ride Free, Ride Safe.” The
problem lies in education about motorcyclists.
“Don’t tailgate a motorcycle,” Stillion demands,
“because if that motorcycle goes down for
any reason, it doesn’t have four sides for your
vehicle to bump off of. You’re going to hit flesh,
you’re going to run over a person.”
Sixty-year-old Jon Sedor had been riding
for 42 years before his first major accident. In

September 2011, Sedor was hit from behind by
a teenage girl going almost 65 mph. She said
she had been texting on her cell phone and
never even saw him. Sedor suffered no broken
bones and few bruises, but he received burns
from the antifreeze when he was trapped under
her car and still suffers from vertigo because
of the concussion. His bike was totaled, but
he says that he would not be ready to ride
again anyway. The hardest part of the recovery
process has been mental pain, not physical.
“I’m gonna wait a while before I climb back
on, not to say I won’t get another bike, but it’s
hard right now,” Sedor says. “You keep trying
to put it in the back of your mind but it’s still
tough to deal with right now.”
When Downing heard about Sedor’s
accident, she called in help from the Zanesville
biker group and the National Road Riders.
Both groups sent him money to help pay for
the doctors’ bills that Sedor could not afford
and his insurance did not cover.
Sedor felt like the money he received should
have gone to the many other organizations the
National Road Riders donate to, but the group
insisted. He stalled on joining the Riders for a
while, but after the accident, he knew without
a doubt that he belonged. The Riders treated
Sedor like he had been a member all his life. He
immediately felt at home.
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Troy Gray has been in the National Road Riders for eight years and the military for 23. He stands by his bike in front of the downtown Cambridge monuments dedicated to members of the military.

Ride Free, Ride Safe. Don’t tailgate a motorcycle, because if that motorcycle goes down for any reason, it doesn’t
have four sides for your vehicle to bump off of. You’re going to hit flesh, you’re going to run over a person.”

- AMY STILLION

FAMILY

As the meeting ends and members don coats
and hats to brace for the cold wind outside
the Downtown Arena, Downing’s friendly
demeanor allows her to open up about deeply
personal stories regarding her accident and
show off pictures of her son’s tattoos. Her new
black-and-red Harley Davidson ring juxtaposes
with the fragile silver heart necklace at her chest
as she gestures and laughs. She reminisces,
using inside jokes and family memories with
another member about a past bike show.
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“The one where Jimmy’s uncle was there.”
“Oh yeah, that one.”
The Riders know each other, and they know
their small town. They make conversation seem
easy and smooth, even when, to an outsider,
the topics seem to jump and the jokes change
every half-minute.
Some of the Riders are doctors. Some work
as chemists and machinists in a nearby factory.
Others are business owners. Some grew up in
Cambridge and have never left. Others keep
65-acre farms just outside the town.

“Bikers are made up of everybody,”
Downing says.
The National Road Riders are different
people from different places, but there is an
unmistakable closeness between them. Their
monthly meetings over dinner at the laughterfilled Downtown Arena look and sound like
chaotic holiday meals. The inside jokes allude
to deep bonds and true kinship. Community
service may bring them together, but ultimately,
the love of biking makes them family.

SKIN FOR THE TIN

BY Emma Morehart PHOTOS BY Kevin Knally

MOTORCYCLE ARTIST FAT DADDY TADPOLE PAINTS A NEW FACE ON ARTISTIC EXPRESSION

T

ad Gallagher tattoos motorcycles in the square, white
garage behind his house in Athens. Against a backdrop
of orange flame curtains, neon signs, rainbow rows of
paint and a checkered floor, he studies the tank of a 2000
Harley Davidson Deuce. He stencils a split tip, warped
pink tongue of a cool blue jester onto the bike, which he nicknamed the
“Jester Deuce.”
Tad, known in the business as Fat Daddy Tadpole, sketched the
jester’s face weeks ago after meeting with his seventh client, the Jester
Deuce’s owner. His two thin, gray braids hang by his shoulders as he sits
on a cushioned black stool in his faded jeans and a gray, graffiti’d T-shirt.
Every tool, brush and paint bottle he needs is within reach.
Journey sings through stereo speakers from a room nearby where Tad
keeps his door-sized drawing table, design blueprints and wait-listed
motorcycle parts. The Jester Deuce’s fender perches on a makeshift stand,
locked into place by old bicycle handlebars and awaiting its new skin—a
complementary jester with a bigger nose, crazier eyes and a tongue that
hooks in the other direction.
“It’s a freedom expression,” Tad says. “[Bikers] want to have their own
thing and express themselves with the kind of bike they ride and the
paint that’s on them.” He and other motorcycle painters call their work
“skin for the tin.”

For Tad, who also has a more conventional job as a designer for the
Ohio University Printing and Graphics Services, painting bikes is an
artistic declaration. Or, as he prefers to call it, “rolling metal eye candy.”
Fat Daddy Tadpole is a little different from most tin skin painters. He
puts his client’s happiness first, his creative inspiration second and his
profit third. Tad says guys in California or New York, like the Orange
County Choppers of the popular reality TV show American Chopper,
charge at least $150 an hour. Back in Ohio, Tad says he spends the same
20-plus hours of work on a bike, then negotiates an affordable price with
the client after the bike is finished.
“I’m going to treat it the way that I’m treating my art, and that’s being
a creative individual,” Tad says. “If it makes me happy and it makes [the
client] happy everybody’s happy.”
But the biggest praise comes from the clients’ wives when they see the
finished bikes. “When the wives say ‘badass,’ I know I’ve hit the nail on
the head,” Tad says.
Clients often take their new skins to bike shows, where they show off
their paint and credit the job to the tall, bearded guy passing out business
cards and chewing the fat with other attendees. In fact, the Jester Deuce
took first place at the Eazyrider show in Columbus in February.
“It’s my suggestion, but it’s their baby,” Tad says. “I don’t know who’s
happier, them or me.”

This colorful and well-stocked garage serves as Tad Gallagher’s venue for creating one-of-a-kind motorcycle art.
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Blind Devotion

A woman and her horse share an unbreakable bond
BY Adam Flango PHOTOS BY Gwen Titley

O

n a Friday evening in August
2005, Beka Weaver and her
parents drove back from a
horse competition in Athen.
She thought her horse,
Stormy, would appreciate the
comforts of his own barn after
a hard day of competition. Beka and Stormy were in
excellent position to add a ribbon to their growing
collection after the day’s performance. They had a day
to rest before the competition concluded on Sunday.
The next morning, 15-year-old Beka woke Stormy
for a quick training session to ensure he did not lose
a step before Sunday, though it might not have been
necessary. Stormy had established himself as one of
Athens County’s most decorated horses, earning Beka
ribbons in Western, English and jumping events.
Beka saddled the white Appaloosa and trotted
through a typical daily warm-up on the grass-covered
pasture. Her mother, Beka’s biggest supporter,
watched from a distance. She lined Stormy up for
a jump only a few feet high, much shorter than the
fences he gracefully cleared the day before. But this
time, Stormy didn’t jump. He barreled through the
white rails, crashing to the dirt with the awkwardness
of a newborn foal. He snorted nervously as he came
to his feet. He was just as worried as his owner.
Beka replayed the steps in her head. Had she made
a mistake? Maybe she pulled up too early. Or maybe
Stormy had just misstepped, although that seemed
unlike him. Then Beka heard her mother’s concerned
voice draw near. “Beka, I don’t think he’s seeing that
jump,” she said as Beka’s mind raced.
Her mom was right.
Today, Beka Setzer is 21. She married Marc Setzer,
27, last June, but still goes by her Weaver surname in
horse-related activities. Her youth is masked by the
same maturity she showed at an early age. Her garb
is simple and functional: black riding pants, a teal
T-shirt and a light brown leather jacket. She might
be a little overdressed considering the hot sun beating
down on this spring morning.
Her round face and wide smile are met with loose
strands of hair, the result of an early morning of
playing with the horses. She sits in the back room of
the dance barn portion of Uncle Buck’s Riding Stable
and Dance Barn in New Marshfield, where she has
worked since she was just 8 years old. Secluded by
trees along a two-lane gravel road barely wide enough
to fit one car, Uncle Buck’s Stable is home to about 20
horses at any given time.
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I’ve been around horses
and animals my whole life.
I’ve never seen anything
like what those two have.”

- MARC SETZER
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Stormy, now 16, and Beka have spent more than 12 years by each other’s
side. The hardheaded duo pushes and tests each other every day, but they
have developed a rare bond. “I’ve been around horses and animals my
whole life,” says Marc. “I’ve never seen anything like what those two have.”
Beka’s cheeks redden and she grins sheepishly, believing Marc’s words to
be completely true.
She was practically born on a horse. Her mother, Karen, is a dedicated
equestrian, a woman who bought a horse for her 18th birthday instead
of a car and had her daughter in the saddle before she could walk. Beka’s
passion for everything equine seemed a foregone conclusion.
When Beka was 7 years old, her family moved to New Marshfield, a
rural town just outside of Zaleski State Forest with a population a little
under 1,500. Her family lived about a mile down the road from Uncle
Buck’s. It was a young horse lover’s paradise and Beka had horse fever.
Not having a horse of her own, Beka yearned for any interaction with
horses. By the age of 8, she became a regular at Uncle Buck’s. She rose
early to fill buckets with grain, lay out the brushes and pitch hay in the
stalls, all before the other workers arrived. “When I was there early, it
made me feel like all of the horses were mine,” she says, overlooking the
same stalls she now manages.
She admired the horses of Steve Shingler, a local horse broker who
owned a nearby farm. Every day, her school bus route passed the field
where his horses grazed, capturing her adoration. She even pretended that
her bicycle was a horse named Snickers.
By her 8th birthday, Beka’s parents knew they had delayed the inevitable
long enough. They took her out for “ice cream,” but their whip-smart
daughter quickly noticed they weren’t headed in the right direction.
Instead, her parents pulled into Shingler’s driveway. He met the Weavers
at the driveway with a nameless, scraggly, 3-year-old gray Appaloosa that
stood 15.1 hands tall or just over five feet at the withers. Beka’s parents
turned to the birthday girl and smiled. “Happy Birthday, Beka.”
Beka would later admit that Stormy was, by all accounts, an ugly horse.
His gray coat, which has aged to white, was dull compared to the deep
chestnut or blended bay markings of other horses. His only distinguishable
feature was the white blaze on his nose. But Beka saw the most beautiful
horse ever. She fell in love with Stormy immediately.
Nevertheless, the pairing of Stormy and Beka created a clash of
indomitable wills. “He was a stubborn and rotten horse,” she laughs.
The first time she tried to ride him, he bucked her off. Not one to be
intimidated, Beka slapped on tie-dye Band-Aids and hopped right back
on. They steadily trotted around her pasture, but each time they neared the
hitching post, Stormy would bolt, leaving a frustrated owner in the dirt.
Beka never stopped riding him, but that does not mean she didn’t think
about it. She had owned Stormy for less than a year on the Thursday of
her spring break when she decided to go for a daylong ride. On her way
back, she offered her dad a ride back to the house. A startled Stormy flailed
wildly, tossing Beka and her father to the ground, severely bruising her ribs.

Stormy had never carried two riders before, something the not-quite-9year-old completely forgot.
Beka didn’t ride a horse for the next three months for fear of another
fall. Karen understood her daughter’s love for horses, though, and would
not let that be taken away. “If you don’t get out there and ride that horse,
I’ll get rid of it,” she told Beka. “I mean it, I’ll get rid of it right now.” The
ultimatum left Beka little wiggle room, so she mustered up the courage to
ride again. From the moment her feet hit the stirrups, she wondered why
she had been nervous.
That moment re-ignited a fearless fire that drove Beka. From that
point on, she spent every second with Stormy. Their rare bond was earned
through countless hours of riding at Uncle Buck’s and through the 50 miles
of trails in the woods behind her house. When the bus dropped her off
after school each day, she left her backpack at the driveway and headed
straight for her horse. Stormy was Beka’s partner in crime, taking her into
restricted areas off the path and acting as her getaway car for almost weekly
escapes from home. The two were inseparable.
Stormy and Beka soon began entering competitions, first through the
4-H program, then at the regional and state levels. The self-taught trainer
and her horse faced professionally trained cookie-cutter horses that made
it easy for their riders to meet the judges’ precise specifications. Beka, who
spent every moment she had working with Stormy, was consistently bested
by riders who barely knew their horses. But soon, the hours spent riding
trails and chasing Stormy began to pay off in the form of ribbons. Stormy
and Beka became a force on the regional Western, English and jumping
circuits, the latter of which was Beka’s favorite.
This is what made that early Saturday morning tumble so peculiar.
There was no incident that prompted it, no irritation or aggravation to the
horse. Then, it clicked.
Beka remembered that when he was younger, Stormy suffered from an
eye condition called Equine Recurrent Uveitis (ERU), or Moon Blindness.
It is a condition that affects 10-15 percent of the equine population,
according to a report from the University of Minnesota’s College of
Veterinary Medicine. Now 9 years old, Stormy had not shown symptoms
for some time, but this prompted Beka and her parents to rush Stormy to
the late veterinarian Pete Smith at the Milliron Clinic in Athens.
There, Beka’s worst fears were confirmed. An acute onset of ERU had
caused blindness in both of Stormy’s eyes. Appaloosas are up to four times
more likely than other breeds to contract blindness. Dr. Smith told them
that an injection of steroids could help delay complete blindness, but there
was only a 50-50 chance of success. They decided to try it.
Beka demanded to be in the operating room during the procedure. She
held Stormy’s tranquil head close, her face touching his nose. She watched
as Dr. Smith injected the steroids directly into his eyeball. As the needle
pierced the cornea, she saw Stormy’s ears twitch, and her tears silently fell
onto Stormy’s nose.
Beka and her parents anxiously waited for the results. Then, the balding

PREVIOUS PAGE: Bridles hang inside a barn at Uncle Buck’s while Stormy grazes outside. OPPOSITE PAGE: Stormy, currently 16 years old, became blind at age 9.
ABOVE: Beka Setzer helps prepare a horse for a riding lesson at Uncle Buck’s.
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ABOVE: Marc and Beka Setzer ride back to Uncle Buck’s with Katherine Arthur after a trail ride through Zaleski State Forest. BELOW: Marc and Beka help Katherine
secure her saddle while on a trail ride.

doctor, dressed in his usual green,
jumpsuit-like outfit peered over the
glasses lying on the tip of his nose.
“The steroids did not work,” Beka
recalls him saying. “Blind horses
will have a completely diminished
quality of life. He may be able to
be ridden, but you should think
about putting him down.”
Beka could not fathom that.
“Put down my horse?” she recalls
thinking. “I didn’t have neighbors
growing up—this is my best
friend. Now, just because he’s
blind, he should die?”
She cried all the way home, but
she was determined to prevent
ERU from ruining Stormy’s
life. She did not know that while blind horses can compete in dressage
competitions, it is very rare for them to be competitive in jumping events.
She did not know that her mother had never seen a blind horse participate
in a competition, let alone win. But if Beka had known, it would have just
given her more motivation.
Beka tried anything she could to help re-train Stormy. She began talking
to him every moment she was with him, helping Stormy to recognize her
voice instead of her looks. She also received unexpected help from Raven, a
family horse that had looked to Stormy as a big brother and protector. The
14.2-hand tall black Tennessee Walker, just over pony size, knew Stormy
needed help. With no prompting from Beka, Raven sprang into action.
If Stormy was about to run into something, Raven stepped in front. She
helped him relearn the boundaries of the pasture, where the mineral rock
was and where to drink.
One week after the blindness struck, Beka decided to buy a cart and
buggy in hopes that someday Stormy could pull it. It took less than a
week. The now-blind Appaloosa figured out how to do something that
takes most seeing horses at least a few weeks to learn.
Nevertheless, Beka refused to be satisfied with the success of the cart
and buggy. Just two-and-a-half weeks after he went completely blind, Beka
rode Stormy again. Now, though, instead of relying on his visual instincts,
Stormy had to fully trust Beka. When Beka said “Whoa,” Stormy stopped.
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When Beka said “Step up,” Stormy
stepped up. He heeded every
verbal command so strictly that he
could almost sense when she was
going to say something based on
her position or leg pressure. Thus,
Beka could not even think about
slowing Stormy until she absolutely
had to. Beka helped him jump by
tapping him on the leg at a certain
spot that showed Stormy how high
he needed to bring his legs up. For
instance, if she tapped him on the
knee, his hooves would rise to knee
height during the jump, helping
him relearn how to clear obstacles
up to two-and-a-half-feet high.
In September, just one month
after Stormy was struck with blindness, the duo entered a small, local
competition. No one outside of Beka’s close group of friends knew
something was wrong with the horse. At this point, his eye showed no
noticeable signs of damage.
They left the competition with the high points award, given to the horse
and rider that accumulate the most points during the competition.
Six years later, Stormy and Beka still try to compete once a month, now
in local competitions rather than statewide events. She insists that Stormy
can still compete at a high level, but her job at the Ohio University Credit
Union and duties at Uncle Buck’s leave little time for weekend travel.
Stormy, meanwhile, has become somewhat of a local celebrity and blindhorse ambassador, greeting fans who admire how the duo compete.
Today, there is nothing Hollywood about Stormy. With a wide, strong
back and gentle gait, he carries Beka down an empty road past Uncle Buck’s.
A worn saddle drapes over his freshly cleaned white coat. These days, a pink
film surrounds his eyes. Beka loosely holds the thin leather reins in her bare
left hand, gently moving them to the left as Stormy wanders to the right.
The two ride past the woods that served as their playground and through
the Moonville Tunnel, pausing when they reach the end. Beka pats his neck
and whispers to her horse. Stormy’s ears twitch rapidly. He turns his head
and whinnies back. And with the lightest kick, they continue their ride.

PLACE

Running A Muck
Warrior Dash pits racers against the elements
BY Ashley Braxton PHOTOS BY Jenna Smith

F

ABOVE: After the race, participants celebrate surviving the obstacles with
a cold beer, distinguishing the Warrior Dash from more traditional races.
BELOW: Moats of mud bog down racers in the 2011 event.

ighting through car wreckage, trudging through muck,
pushing through a rubber jungle, dodging barbed wire
and leaping over fire, all while wearing a Viking helmet
and being cheered on by hundreds of others? Challenge accepted.
The Warrior Dash is an annual event that began in Illinois and
branched out internationally, reaching 26 states as well as Canada,
Australia, the United Kingdom and Ireland. The Dash came to Ohio
for the first time in 2011, and Ohioans jumped at the opportunity
to participate. A clock-stopping success, approximately 30,000
people participated in the Hocking County event. Many of those
and more will be lacing up their running shoes yet again, as the
Warrior Dash will be in Ohio twice this summer.
Jim Freeman of Racine saw an advertisement for the Warrior
Dash in Runner’s World magazine and couldn’t resist the challenge.
“I saw there was going to be one in Logan, and I just had to
do it,” Freeman says.
During each Warrior Dash, contestants work through 12
formidable obstacles in the course.
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Warriors must keep their balance as they
jump around the steel plates of Satan’s Steps,
maintain a steady grip as they haul themselves
over the ropes of the Great Warrior Wall, and
avoid cooking the soles of their feet as they
spring over the Warrior Roast.
“We saw one guy who fell down a hill,
and I am willing to bet he broke a knee or
something,” Freeman says. “One of my group
said they heard the snap. Everyone going by
offered to help, but he told us to keep going,
that help was on the way. Oh well, he signed
the waiver.”
Despite the rigor involved, the Warrior
Dash is open to all. Participants are encouraged

to show up in costume and awards are given
to the best ones. Coveted custom-made Viking
helmets are up for grabs, as the grand prize goes
to the three men and women who finish the
race quickest. However, everyone who registers
gets to wear some variation of the horned hat.
Last year’s oldest participant was 84 and some
of the youngest participants, escorted by their
parents, were just 1 year old.
There is plenty of fun to be had as a spectator,
as well. The event is just like any other good party
in Ohio—there’s enough food, beer and music to
last all day. Just be sure to bring your wallet.
Brooke Hallowell, a professor at Ohio
University in Athens, participated with her

ABOVE: Competitors
leap over flames in
pursuit of the finish
line during last year’s
Warrior Dash in Logan.
RIGHT: A racer ties his
shoes together to be
added to the pile.
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family in the Warrior Dash for the first time
last year.
“It had rained all night the night before so
everything was extremely muddy. It was hard to
even stand up on some of the wooded trails, let
alone run on them,” Hallowell says. “We were
falling all over one another, complete strangers
colliding and helping one another up.”
Ohio is scheduled for another two events in
the summer of 2013, so it seems the high-octane
obstacle course is here to stay.
“The best advice I have for future participants
is to go and have fun at your own pace,”
Hallowell adds. “The ones who got the best mud
coating and had the most fun were the winners.”

Warrior Dash
Ohio 2012

JUNE 2 & 3
Kaeppner Woods
Logan, Ohio
AUGUST 25
Clay’s Park Resort
North Lawrence, Ohio

LEFT: Dressed as
a fictional hero, a
participant rinses off
after the strenuous
course. BELOW: After the
race, scrapped sneakers
are tossed in a heap,
cleaned up by organizers
and donated to a charity.
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Pickaway County Sheriff Dwight
Radcliff and Judge P. Randall
Knece re-enact the beginning
of a hearing at the courthouse
in Circleville.
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PEOPLE

Life, Legacy & Family
Dwight Radcliff reflects on his five decades as Pickaway County Sheriff

H

BY Gina Edwards
PHOTOS BY Jason Chow

aving sleepovers in the local jail, learning to cook
from a prison inmate, riding around town in
cruisers with deputies—such memories peppered
the Radcliff family’s lives, where law enforcement
has shaped them in ways to which few others can
relate. For years, the five members lived in a red brick sheriff’s
residence that connected to the jail, growing up and growing old
alongside deputies and prisoners. To some, this appeared strange.
But to them, it was home. And as Dwight Radcliff, the husband,
father and longest-serving sheriff in the nation prepares to retire,
they must close this chapter of their family history.
Dwight, the current sheriff of Pickaway County, has spent 48
years earning his impressive title. Next January, he will relinquish
this position in favor of retirement and relaxation…or maybe just
writing a book. Either way, Dwight’s influence will not be lost with
his looming departure from the force. His hardworking attitude
lingers on within his family and the legacy he has established.
On a blustery January afternoon in Circleville at the Pickaway
County Jail, Sheriff Radcliff dons a sky blue shirt and a swirly greyblue tie. His blue eyes peer through tinted glasses while a nametag

and a Blackberry rest on his hip. This particular Monday, Dwight
wears the slightly weary expression of a traveler. Just the day before,
he returned from Washington, D.C., from the National Sheriff’s
Association Conference. And tomorrow? He and his wife, Betty,
will head back to D.C. for the State of the Union address as the
personal guest of Congressman Steve Austria. Dwight points to
various plaques, swords and other honorary gifts lining the walls of
his office while discussing memories made since he began working
as the sheriff in 1965.
But even before taking on the head position at the department,
his life revolved around the sheriff’s office. Dwight first lived at
the sheriff’s residence in the old county jail while his dad, Charles
Radcliff, served as sheriff from 1931 to 1960. In high school,
Dwight remembers law enforcement as his only real aspiration,
sometimes tearing him away from his schoolwork. “If I heard sirens
going, I always made my way to the pencil sharpener to sharpen
a pencil and to see what was going by—fire truck, ambulance,
police or sheriff’s car,” Dwight says, his raspy voice trailing off as he
remembers the past.
Before he became a deputy sheriff, Dwight worked in the photo
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PREVIOUS PAGE: Dwight and his wife, Betty, share a kiss outside their home. LEFT: A female inmate who is moving to another jail talks to the sheriff and his wife.
The Radcliffs have personally delivered meals to the inmates on Thanksgiving and Christmas for years. MIDDLE: Dwight and a homicide detective look through
archived photos. RIGHT: The couple takes a look at the computer that is linked to the cameras at the jail.

lab at the jail and was sworn in as a police
officer for the Circleville Police Department.
At the request of his mother, he went to work
as a deputy sheriff for his father until 1961,
when Charles lost the election and the new
sheriff fired much of the staff. In 1965, after
selling cars for four years, Dwight reclaimed the
position and a Radcliff once again sat behind
the sheriff’s desk.
“It was really like going home,” says Betty
on that initial election. “We were going back
to where he was born and raised.” She, Dwight,
and their children—Vicki, Dug and Robert—
lived in the sheriff’s residence for most of the
kids’ youth. They moved to their current home
about 20 years ago, when the construction of
the new jail finished. The chatty, lighthearted
sheriff’s wife brings cherry-red fingernails to
her lips, smiling while recalling the strange
occurrences at the jail from “the early years,” as
she calls them.
The Radcliff residence shared one wall with
the jail. Robert remembers tapping drumsticks
against the wall with his friends and the
inmates tapping back. “In those times, a lot of
the prisoners were the town winos. You still had
your serious criminals, but a lot of the everyday
prisoners were people that you got to know,”
says Robert, the serious and straightforward
youngest sibling. “They were human beings,
just like I was.”
Vicki, the assertive and proud oldest child,
remembers once looking out her window and
seeing bed sheets hanging down from the
window of the next room over—the remnants
of where two juveniles had broken out of the
jail. “I could have put my hand out the window
and touched them. Or they could have come in
my window,” she says.
The stories go on and on. Once, Betty
received a Valentine’s Day card from a prisoner.
On another occasion, Dug came home from
school for the weekend, only to have his dad
put him to work as a fill-in dispatcher. At 2
years old, Robert sat on the prison kitchen
table while the cooks played games with him.
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A prisoner even gave Vicki her first piece
of money, a 50-cent coin. The jail culture
permeated every aspect of their lives.
While each family member had his or her
own interesting experiences at the jail, the
Radcliffs had a somewhat alternative lifestyle
as a family unit. For one, they all had code
names so that the deputies could refer to them
over the walkie-talkie system without anyone
knowing. Starting with the sheriff as “Unit A,”
each family member had an identifying letter,
all the way down to “Unit F,” the family poodle.
Without a personal kitchen, the Radcliff’s
family dinners in the prison kitchen did not fit
the traditional scene. “We had this one deputy
that, every time we would go to sit down to eat,
he would come in and lean against the kitchen
sink and stand and talk the whole time we were
eating. That was not pleasant,” Betty says. The
flip side of this? The others in the jail—prisoners,
deputies and all—seemed like extended family
members. “So it wasn’t like it was a family of five
people. It was a family of us and all the people
that worked there and the deputies,” Vicki says.
“They were our bigger brothers.”
However, the intertwining of life and work
makes letting go especially difficult. When
Dwight and Betty had to move from the old
jail to their current home, Dwight resisted for
a while. “He still liked that contact that he
could walk downstairs and talk to deputies and
things like that,” Betty says. Robert adds that
the choppier communication as a result of the
move does not make his dad very happy. To
remedy this, Robert jokingly suggested that his
dad hook up a TV in his house connected to
the surveillance cameras at the jail. Sure enough,
in the computer room of the Radcliff home
now sits a small screen with a collage of videos
streaming from the jail’s cameras.
But it is things such as these that cause Betty
to fret over the impending days when the phone
no longer rings with calls for Sheriff Dwight
Radcliff. “I really worry about my husband
retiring,” she says. “It’s going to be very hard
on him.”

Dwight seems worried as well, but also
assured that he has made the right decision not
to run for re-election. “It’s going to be tough not
to get up and come to work every day, shirt and
tie, ready to go wherever’s necessary,” he says. “I
just can’t go home and sit down.” Accordingly
so, Dwight has plans to write a book and make
a documentary about his experiences as sheriff
while his memory remains sharp—incredibly
sharp. While retelling stories of cases that
occurred more than 40 years ago, Dwight can
still recall license plate numbers and addresses
of the individuals involved.
As he prepares to leave behind nearly a
half century of service as sheriff, Dwight
hopes that the public remembers his record
and straightforward, no-nonsense attitude. “I
believe in what I say, what I mean and what
I intend to carry out,” he says. One of his
greatest memories includes a piece of advice his
dad gave him. “When I ran for this office, my
dad told me, ‘Be your own man. Don’t make
any promises to anybody ‘cause you don’t have
anything to promise. The only promise you
can make is that you’ll do the best job you can
do with what you have to work with.’” He has
passed this advice down to his son, Robert, who
will run for the position of sheriff in the fall.
Robert thinks that, should he be elected
sheriff, it will help his dad transition out of the
job without feeling as if he has completely lost
his connection to it. But even though his son
might take over, Dwight does not plan to tell
him how to run things. Robert says that his dad
has made it clear that when he walks out, he
will not try to direct the office anymore. “And
as any good former elected official, he’ll be a
phone call away,” Robert adds.
Now, Dwight and his family reflect on these
many memories. For this weathered sheriff, the
years have flown by. “Would I do it again?”
Dwight asks himself. His wandering eyes gaze
beyond the room, as if looking into his past.
He pauses barely a second before his gravelly
voice replies.
“Yes.”

Like many little girls...
my DREAMS were BIG.
...to be a princess, a doctor, a lawyer,
or maybe a fashion designer...
Never did I DREAM that I would be diagnosed with BREAST CANCER. But...as I dealt with this nightmare
diagnosis, the specialists from the Holzer Center for Cancer Care were a DREAM to work with.
Their world-class physicians utilize the most advanced diagnostic and treatment procedures available in
healthcare today and they are part of the tri-state’s most comprehensive healthcare system.
It’s no wonder their ve-year survival rate for breast cancer is ABOVE state and national averages.

Thanks to the Holzer Center for Cancer Care...
I will be able to help make her DREAMS come true.
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For just a quarter, customers can play some old favorites on the jukebox at the Parkfront Diner and Bakery in Gallipolis (see page 3). | PHOTO BY Joel Bissell

